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1980s, the Keynesian view of business cycles was in
trouble.The problemwas not new empiricalevidence againstKeynesian
theories, but weakness in the theories themselves.' According to the
Keynesianview, fluctuationsin outputarise largelyfromfluctuationsin
nominalaggregatedemand.These changes in demandhave real effects
because nominalwages andprices are rigid.But in Keynesianmodels of
the 1970s, the crucial nominal rigidities were assumed rather than
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explained-assumed directly, as in disequilibrium models, or introduced
through theoretically arbitrary assumptions about labor contracts.2
Indeed, it was clearly in the interests of agents to eliminate the rigidities
they were assumed to create. If wages, for example, were set above the
market-clearing level, firms could increase profits by reducing wages.
Microeconomics teaches us to reject models in which, as Robert Lucas
puts it, "there are $500 bills on the sidewalk." Thus the 1970s and early
1980s saw many economists turn away from Keynesian theories and
toward new classical models with flexible wages and prices.
But Keynesian economics has made much progress in the past few
years. Recent research has produced models in which optimizing agents
choose to create nominal rigidities. This accomplishment derives largely
from a central insight: nominal rigidities, and hence the real effects of
nominal demand shocks, can be large even if the frictions preventing full
nominal flexibility are slight. Seemingly minor aspects of the economy,
such as costs of price adjustment and the asynchronized timing of price
changes by different firms, can explain large nonneutralities.
Theoretical demonstrations that Keynesian models can be reconciled
with microeconomics do not constitute proof that Keynesian theories
are correct. Indeed, a weakness of recent models of nominal rigidities is
that they do not appear to have novel empirical implications. As
Lawrence Summers argues:
Whilewords like menucosts and overlappingcontractsare often heard,little if
any empiricalwork has demonstratedconnection between the extent of these
phenomenaand the patternof cyclical fluctuations.It is difficultto thinkof any
anomalies that Keynesian research in the "nominal rigidities" traditionhas
resolved, or of any new phenomenathatit has renderedcomprehensible.3
The purpose of this paper is to provide evidence supporting new
Keynesian theories. We point out a simple prediction of Keynesian
2. For disequilibriummodels, see Robert J. Barro and Herschel I. Grossman, "A
EconomicReview,
Modelof IncomeandEmployment,"Anmerican
GeneralDisequilibrium
vol. 61 (March 1971), pp. 82-93; and E. Malinvaud, The Theoty of Uneniplovment
Reconsidered(Basil Blackwell, 1977).For contractmodels, see StanleyFischer, "LongTermContracts,RationalExpectationsandthe OptimalMoneySupplyRule," Journalof
Political Economy, vol. 85 (February 1977), pp. 191-205; and Jo Anna Gray, "On
IndexationandContractLength,"Journalof PoliticalEconomy,vol. 86 (February1978),
pp. 1-18.
3. LawrenceH. Summers,"ShouldKeynesianEconomicsDispensewith the Phillips
Curve?" in Rod Cross, ed., Unemployment, Hysteresis, and the Natural Rate Hypothesis

(BasilBlackwell, 1988),p. 12.
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modelsthatcontradictsotherleadingmacroeconomictheoriesand show
that it holds in actual economies. In doing so, we point out a "new
phenomenon"that Keynesian theories "rendercomprehensible."
The predictionthatwe test concerns the effects of steady inflation.In
Keynesian models, nominalshocks have real effects because nominal
prices change infrequently.An increase in the average rate of inflation
causes firmsto adjustprices more frequentlyto keep up with the rising
price level. In turn,morefrequentprice changesimplythatprices adjust
more quicklyto nominalshocks, and thus that the shocks have smallel
real effects. We test this predictionby examiningthe relationbetween
averageinflationand the size of the real effects of nominalshocks both
across countries and over time. We measure the effects of nominal
shocks by the slope of the short-runPhillipscurve.
Otherprominentmacroeconomictheoriesdo not predictthataverage
inflationaffectsthe slopeof the Phillipscurve. Inparticular,ourempirical
work provides a sharptest between the Keynesian explanationfor the
Phillips curve and the leading new classical alternative, the Lucas
imperfectinformationmodel.4Indeed, one goal of this paper is to redo
Lucas's famous analysis and dramaticallyreinterprethis results. Lucas
and later authors show that countries with highly variable aggregate
demand have steep Phillips curves. That is, nominal shocks in these
countries have little effect on output. Lucas interpretsthis findingas
evidence that highly variable demand reduces the perceived relative
price changes resultingfrom nominalshocks. We provide a Keynesian
interpretationof Lucas's result:morevariabledemand,like highaverage
inflation, leads to more frequent price adjustment. We then test the
differing implications of the two theories for the effects of average
inflation.Ourresults are consistent with the Keynesian explanationfor
the Phillipscurve and inconsistentwith the classical explanation.
In additionto providingevidence aboutmacroeconomictheories, our
findingthataverageinflationaffects the short-runoutput-inflationtradeoff is importantfor policy. For example, it is likely that the trade-off
facingpolicymakersin the United States has changedas a consequence
of disinflationin the 1980s. Our estimates imply that a reduction in
4. Robert E. Lucas, Jr., "Expectationsand the Neutralityof Money," Jolurnal of
Economic Theory,vol. 4 (April1972),pp. 103-24;Lucas, "Some InternationalEvidence
on Output-Inflation
Tradeoffs,"AmericanEconomic Review, vol. 63 (June 1973), pp.
326-34.
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average inflationfrom 10 percent to 5 percent substantiallyalters the
short-runimpactof aggregatedemand.
The body of the paper consists of three major sections. The first
discusses the new research that provides microeconomicfoundations
for Keynesiantheories.The secondpresentsa modelof priceadjustment.
It demonstratesthe connection between averageinflationand the slope
of the Phillips curve and contrasts this result with the predictions of
other theories. The thirdsection provides both cross-countryand time
series evidence that supportsthe predictionsof the model.

New Keynesian Theories
Accordingto Keynesianeconomics, fluctuationsin employmentand
outputarise largelyfromfluctuationsin nominalaggregatedemand.The
reason that nominalshocks matteris that nominalwages and prices are
not fully flexible.These views are the basis for conventionalaccounts of
macroeconomicevents. For example, the consensus explanationfor the
1982recession is slow growth in nominaldemandresultingfrom tight
monetarypolicy. The researchprogramdescribedhere is modest in the
sense that it seeks to strengthenthe foundations of this conventional
thinking,not to provide a new theory of fluctuations.In particular,its
goal is to answerthe theoreticalquestionof how nominalrigiditiesarise
from optimizingbehavior, since the absence of an answer in the 1970s
was largelyresponsiblefor the decline of Keynesian economics.
In the following discussion we first describe the centralpoint of the
recentliterature:largenominalrigiditiesarepossible even if the frictions
preventing full nominal flexibility are small. We next describe some
phenomenathat greatlystrengthenthe basic argument,includingrigidities in real wages andprices andasynchronizedtimingof price changes.
We then discuss two innovations in recent models that are largely
responsiblefor their success: the introductionof imperfectcompetition
and an emphasison price as well as wage rigidity.Finally, we arguethat
the ideas in recent work are indispensablefor a plausible Keynesian
account of fluctuations.5
5. Some of the ideas of this literatureare discussed informallyby earlierKeynesian
authors.To cite just two examples, see the discussion of asynchronizedtimingof price
changes in Robert J. Gordon, "OutputFluctuationsand GradualPrice Adjustment,"
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SMALL NOMINAL FRICTIONS AND LARGE NOMINAL RIGIDITlES

The recent literatureon nominal rigidities enters an argumentthat
Keynesians appearedto be losing. Membersof the new classical school
that developed in the 1970s challenged Keynesians to explain the
rigidities in Keynesian models. In response, Keynesians sometimes
cited costs of adjustingprices. But as the classicals pointed out, these
costs, while surely present, appear small. Indeed, the frequentlymentioned "menu costs"-the costs of printingnew menus and catalogs, of
replacingprice tags, and so on-sound trivial. Thus the impedimentsto
nominal flexibility in actual economies appear too small to provide a
foundationfor Keynesian models.
A common but mistaken response is that there are many obvious
sources of large wage and price rigidities:implicit contracts, customer
markets,efficiencywages, insider-outsiderrelationships,and so on. The
problem is that these phenomena imply rigidities in real wages and
prices, while the Keynesian theory depends on rigidities in nominal
wages andprices. Realrigiditiesareno impedimentto completeflexibility
of nominalprices, because full adjustmentto a nominalshock does not
require any change in real prices. The absence of models of nominal
rigidityreflects the microeconomicpropositionthat agents do not care
about nominal magnitudes. The only apparent departures from this
propositionin actual economies are the small costs of nominaladjustment.
Thus recent work begins with the premise that it is inexpensive to
reduce nominal rigidity and asks how substantialrigidity nonetheless
arises. The central answer of the literatureis presented by Mankiw,
Akerlofand Yellen, Blanchardand Kiyotaki, and Ball and Romer.6
Journal of Economic Literature, vol. 19 (June 1981), pp. 493-530, and the discussion of

externalitiesfrom nominalrigidityin CharlesL. -Schultze,"MicroeconomicEfficiency
and Nominal Wage Stickiness," AmericanEconomic Review, vol. 75 (March 1985),
pp. 1-15.
6. N. GregoryMankiw,"SmallMenuCosts andLargeBusinessCycles: A MacroeconomicModelof Monopoly,"QuarterlyJournalof Economics,vol. 100(May 1985),pp.
529-37;GeorgeA. AkerlofandJanetL. Yellen, "A Near-RationalModelof the Business
Cycle, with Wageand Price Inertia,"QuarterlyJournalof Economics,vol. 100 (1985,
Supplement),pp. 823-38;OlivierJeanBlanchardandNobuhiroKiyotaki,"Monopolistic
Competitionandthe Effectsof AggregateDemand,"AmericanEconomicReview,vol. 77
(September1987),pp. 647-66;LaurenceBallandDavidRomer,"ArePricesToo Sticky?"
WorkingPaper2171(NBER, February1987).
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Second-Order Private Costs and First-OrderBusiness Cycles. Mankiw

and Akerlof and Yellen make a simplebut importantpoint. They study
imperfectlycompetitive economies and show that the cost of nominal
rigiditiesto price setters can be much smallerthan the macroeconomic
effects. An examplethat illustratesthe cost to price setters is a firmthat
initially sets its price at the profit-maximizinglevel but does not adjust
after the money supply falls. We let -r(-)denote the firm's profits as a
function of its price and let P be the firm'spredeterminedprice and P*
its profit-maximizingprice, which it would set if it adjusted. Using a
Taylor expansion, we can approximatethe firm's profit loss from not
adjustingas
(1)

IT(P*)

-

i,(P)

U'(p*)(p*

-

P)

-

1i T" (P*)(P*

2

-

P)2.

But since P* maximizesprofits,-a'(P*)is zero. Thus the profitloss from
nonadjustmentis second order-that is, proportionalto the square of
(P* - P). As long as the predeterminedprice is close to the profitmaximizingprice, the cost of price rigidityto the firmis small.
But rigiditycan have first-ordermacroeconomiceffects. An increase
in nominalmoneywithnominalpricesfixedleads to a first-orderincrease
in real aggregatedemand,and hence in real output. For example, if the
aggregatedemandcurve is simply Y = MIP, rigidprices imply a change
in outputproportionalto the changein money.
The effect on social welfare is also first order, as follows from the
assumptionof imperfectcompetition.Underimperfectcompetition,the
profit-maximizingprice is socially suboptimal.The price is too high and
outputis too low. Thus at P* the firstderivativeof welfarewith respect
to the firm'sprice is negative:welfare would rise if the piice fell below
P*. Nonadjustmentto a fall in money implies P greaterthan P*; given
the negativefirstderivativeof welfare, the welfare loss is firstorder.
Because the cost of rigidityto a price setter is second orderwhile the
macroeconomiceffects are first order, the latter can be much larger.
This findingresolves the puzzle of why price setters refuse to incur the
smallcosts of reducingthe business cycle throughmore flexibleprices.
Despite the large macroeconomic effects, the private incentives are
small.
Aggregate Demand Externalities. Blanchard and Kiyotaki provide

an importantinterpretationof the result in MankiwandAkerlof-Yellen:
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the macroeconomiceffects of nominal rigidity differ from the private
costs because rigidityhas an "aggregatedemand externality." A few
equationsmake this clear. Suppose the demandfor the productof firmi
dependson aggregatespendingand on the firm'srelativeprice:
(2)

Y=

Y

(p)

For simplicity,aggregatedemandis given by a quantityequation7
(3)

y

M
P

Combiningequations2 and 3 yields
(4)

Y
(p)(p

E

Accordingto equation4, firmi's demanddepends on its relative price
and on real money, which determines aggregatedemand. Changes in
real money shift the demand curve facing firm i, and the firm's price
determinesits position on the demandcurve.
If M falls and firmi does not adjust,the second-ordercost to firmi is
that PilP does not adjust to the new profit-maximizinglevel. The
externalityis that rigidityin firmi's price contributesto rigidityin the
aggregateprice level. Given the fall in nominal money, rigidity in P
implies a first-orderfall in real money, which reduces demand for all
firms'goods. In otherwords, there is an externalitybecause adjustment
of all prices would preventa fall in real aggregatedemand,but each firm
is a small part of the economy and thus ignores this macroeconomic
benefit.
The importanceof the externalityis illustratedby a firmin a recession
caused by tightmoney. To the firm,the recession meansan inwardshift
of its demandcurve and a resultingfirst-orderloss in profits. The firm
would very much like to shift its demandcurve back out, but of course
it cannot do so by changingits price. Instead, price adjustmentwould
yield only the second-ordergainfromoptimallydividingthe losses from
7. The only essentialfeatureof equation3 is the negativerelationbetween Yand P.
We can interpretM as simplya shift termin the aggregatedemandequation.Thus, as we
discuss below, the resultsin recent papersconcernthe effects of any shock to aggregate
demand,notjust changesin the money stock.
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the recession between reduced sales and a lower price. The recession
would end and everyone would be much better off if all firmsadjusted.
But each firmbelieves thatit cannotend the recession andthereforemay
fail to adjusteven if the costs of adjustmentare much smallerthan the
costs of the recession.
This argumentresembles standardmicroeconomicanalyses of externalities. Considerthe classic example of pollution. Pollutionwould be
greatly reduced, and social welfare greatly improved, if each person
incurredthe smallcost of walkingto the trashcan at the end of the block.
But each individualignores this when he throws his wrapper on the
streetbecause he is only one of manypolluters.Because of externalities,
economists do not findhighlyinefficientlevels of pollutionpuzzlingeven
though the costs of reducingpollution are small. For similarreasons,
highlyinefficientnominalrigiditiesare not a mystery even thoughmenu
costs are small.
Externalities from Fluctuations in Demand. Keynesians believe not

only that shocks to nominalaggregatedemandcause largefluctuations
in outputandwelfare,but also thatthese fluctuationsare inefficient,and
thus that stabilizationof demandis desirable.The models surveyed so
far do not provide a foundation for this view. As explained above,
nonadjustmentof prices to a fall in demandleads to large reductionsin
output and welfare. But nonadjustmentto a rise in demand leads to
higher output and, because output is initially too low under imperfect
competition,to higherwelfare. Thus the implicationsof fluctuationsfor
average welfare, and hence the desirabilityof reducingfluctuations,are
unclear.Indeed, Ball andRomershow thatthe first-orderwelfareeffects
of fluctuationsaverageto zero, which means that the firstorder-second
orderdistinctionis irrelevantto this issue.8
Nonetheless, Ball and Romershow, by comparingthe averagesocial
and private costs of nominal rigidity, that small nominalfrictions are
sufficientfor large reductions in average welfare. The private cost is
fluctuationsof a firm'srelativepricearoundthe profit-maximizinglevel.
The social cost is the private cost plus the cost of fluctuationsin real
aggregatedemand. Greaterflexibilitywould stabilize real demand, but
each firmignores its effect on the varianceof demand,just as it ignores
its effect on the level of demandafter a given shock. Althoughboth the
8. Ball andRomer,"Are PricesToo Sticky?"
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average social and average private costs are second order, Ball and
Romershowthattheformermaybe muchlarger:fluctuationsin aggregate
demandcan be muchmorecostly thanfluctuationsin relativeprices. As
a result, smallfrictionscanpreventfirmsfromadoptinggreaterflexibility
even if business cycles are highlyinefficient.
STILL

LARGER

RIGIDITIES

The papers discussed so far establish that nominalrigiditiescan be
farlargerthanthe frictionsthatcause them. But as we now describe, the
simplemodels in these paperscannotfully explainnonneutralitiesof the
size and persistence observed in actual economies. Therefore, we turn
to more complicatedmodels that incorporaterealisticphenomenathat
magnifynominalrigidities.These phenomenainclude rigiditiesin real
wages andprices andasynchronizedtimingof pricechangesby different
firms.
Real Rigidities. As we argue above, real rigidities alone are no

impedimentto full nominalflexibility. But Ball and Romer show that a
highdegreeof real rigidity,definedas smallresponses of real wages and
real prices to changes in real demand,greatlyincreases the nonneutralities arisingfrom smallnominalfrictions.9
This finding is importantbecause, although models with nominal
frictions but no real rigidities can in principleproduce large nominal
rigidities, they do so only for implausible parameter values. Most
important,large rigidities arise only if labor supply is highly elastic,
while labor supply elasticities in actual economies appear small. The
role of labor supply is illustrated by a hypothetical economy with
imperfect competition and menu costs in the goods market but a
Walrasianlabormarket.If menucosts led to nominalprice rigidity,then
nominalshocks would cause large shifts in labor demand. But if labor
supply were inelastic, these shifts in labor demand would cause large
changes in the real wage and thereby create large incentives for price
setters to adjusttheirprices. As a result, nominalrigiditywould not be
an equilibrium.
Whilefor plausibleparametervalues nominalfrictionsalone produce
little nominalrigidity, Ball and Romer show that considerablerigidity
9. Laurence Ball and David Romer, "Real Rigidities and the Non-Neutralityof
Money," WorkingPaper2476(NBER, December1987).
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can arise if the frictions are combined with real rigiditiesarisingfrom
efficiencywages, customermarkets,andthe like. For example, substantial nominalrigiditycan arise from a combinationof real rigidityin the
labor market and imperfect competition and menu costs in the goods
market.If firmspay efficiencywages, for instance, then realwages may
be set above the market-clearinglevel, so thatworkersare off theirlabor
supplycurves. In this situationa fall in labordemandcan greatlyreduce
employmentwithout a large fall in the real wage even if labor supply is
inelastic.
The importanceof real rigiditiesfor explainingnominalrigiditiesis
not settled, because there is no consensus about the sources and
magnitudesof realrigiditiesin actualeconomies. In particular,phenomena like efficiencywages andcustomermarketsincreasenominalrigidity
to the extent that they reduce desired responses of real wages and real
prices to demandshifts, but economists are still unsure of the sizes of
these effects. Furtherresearch on real rigidities will lead to a better
understandingof nominalrigidities.
Staggered Price Setting. Even when real rigidities are added, the
models surveyed so far cannot fully explain the size and persistence of
the realeffects of nominalshocks. In these models, the effects of shocks
are eliminatedwhen nominalprices adjust. In actualeconomies, recessions following severe demandcontractionscan last for several years,
andwhileindividualpricesarefixedfor substantialperiods,these periods
are generallyshorterthan several years. Thus models with sticky prices
mustexplainwhy the effects of shockspersistafterallpricesarechanged.
An explanationis providedby the literatureon staggeredprice setting,
which shows thatif firmschangeprices at differenttimes, the adjustment
of the aggregatepricelevel to shocks can take muchlongerthanthe time
betweenadjustmentsof each individualprice.10The "pricelevel inertia"
caused by staggeringimplies that nominal shocks can have large and
long-lastingreal effects even if individualprices changefrequently.
10. JohnB. Taylor,"StaggeredWageSettingin a MacroModel,"AmericanEconomic
Review, vol. 69 (May 1979, Papers andProceedings, 1978), pp. 108-13; Taylor, "Aggregate

Dynamicsand StaggeredContracts,"Journalof Political Economy, vol. 88 (February
1980),pp. 1-23; OlivierJ. Blanchard,"PriceAsynchronizationandPriceLevel Inertia,"
in RudigerDornbuschandMarioHenriqueSimonsen,eds., Inflation,Debt, andIndexation
(MITPress, 1983),pp. 3-24; OlivierJ. Blanchard,"The Wage Price Spiral," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, vol. 101 (August 1986), pp. 543-65.
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A simple example makes clear the importanceof the timingof price
changes. Supposefirstthatevery firmadjustsits priceon the firstof each
month, so that price setting is synchronized.If the money supply falls
on June 10, output is reduced from June 10 to July 1, because nominal
prices are fixed during this period. But on July 1 all prices adjust in
proportionto the fall in money, and the recession ends.
Now suppose thathalfof all firmsset prices on the firstof each month
and half on the fifteenth. If the money supply falls on June 10, then on
June 15 half the firmshave an opportunityto adjusttheirprices. But in
this case they may choose to make little adjustment.Because half of all
nominal prices remain fixed, adjustmentof the other prices implies
changes in relative prices, which firmsmay not want. (In contrast, if all
prices change simultaneously,full nominaladjustmentdoes not affect
relativeprices.) If the June 15price setters make little adjustment,then
the other firmsmake little adjustmentwhen their turncomes on July 1,
because they do not desire relativeprice changeseither. And so on. The
price level declines slowly as the result of small decreases every first
and fifteenth,and the real effects of the fall in money die out slowly. In
short, price adjustmentis slow because neithergroupof firmsis willing
to be the firstto make largecuts.11
As Blanchardemphasizes, if staggeringoccurs amongfirmsat different points in a chain of production, its effects are strengthened.12 A
11. A naturalquestionis why firmschangepricesat differenttimesif this exacerbates
aggregatefluctuations.One obvious answer is that different firms receive shocks at
differenttimes and face differentcosts of price adjustment.LaurenceBall and David
Romer, "The Equilibriumand OptimalTimingof Price Changes," WorkingPaper2412
(NBER, October1987),show that, becauseof externalitiesfromstaggering,idiosyncratic
shocks can lead to staggeringeven if synchronizedprice setting is Pareto superior.But
idiosyncraticshockscannotexplainall staggering.For example,somefirmswithtwo-year
laborcontractsset wages in even yearsand some set themin odd years, andthis does not
correspondto deterministictwo-yearcycles in the arrivalof shocks. Anotherexplanation
for staggeringis that it arises from firms' efforts to gain information.This source of
staggering is discussed in Arthur M. Okun, Prices and Quantities: A Macroeconomic

Analysis(Brookings,1981),and formalizedin LaurenceBall and StephenG. Cecchetti,
"ImperfectInformationandStaggeredPriceSetting,"WorkingPaper2201(NBER, April
1987).For example,a firmwants to set wages in line with the wages of otherfirms.If all
wages are set simultaneously,each firmis unsureof what wage to set because it does not
know what others will do. This gives each firman incentiveto set its wage shortlyafter
the others. The desire of each firmto "bat last," as Okunputs it, can lead in equilibrium
to a uniformdistributionof signingdates.
12. Blanchard,"PriceAsynchronization."
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firm'sprofit-maximizingprice is tied to both the prices of its inputsand
the prices of goods for which its productis an input(the latterinfluence
demandfor the firm'sproduct).Thus a firmdoes not want to adjustits
price to a shock if these otherprices do not adjustat the same time. This
reluctanceto makeasynchronizedadjustmentscauses pricelevel inertia.
Blanchardshows thatthe degreeof inertiaincreasesthe longerthe chain
of production:it takes a long time for the gradualadjustmentof prices to
makeits way througha complicatedsystem.
The literatureon staggeredpricesettingcomplementsthaton nominal
rigiditiesarisingfrommenucosts. The degreeof rigidityin the aggregate
price level depends on both the frequency and the timingof individual
price changes. Menu costs cause prices to adjust infrequently.For a
given frequency of individualadjustment,staggeringslows the adjustment of the price level. Largeaggregaterigiditiescan thus be explained
by a combinationof staggeringand nominalfrictions:the former magnifies the rigiditiesarisingfrom the latter.
Asymmetric Effects ofDemand Shocks. We conclude this part of our

discussion by mentioninga little-exploredpossibility for strengthening
Keynesianmodels. The models surveyedimply symmetricresponses of
the economyto rises andfallsin nominalaggregatedemand.Forexample,
in menu cost models the rangeof shocks to which prices do not adjustis
symmetricaroundzero, andso is the rangeof possible changesin output.
But traditionalKeynesian models often imply asymmetric effects of
demandshifts. Inundergraduatetexts, for example,the aggregatesupply
curve is often drawn so that decreases in demandlead to large output
losses while the effects of increasesare mostly dissipatedthroughhigher
prices. Such asymmetries are intuitively appealing, and they greatly
strengthenthe Keynesian view that demand stabilizationis desirable:
stabilizationraises the averagelevels of outputand employmentas well
as reducingthe variances. It is unclearwhetherplausiblemodifications
of new Keynesianmodelscanproduceasymmetries.Asymmetriceffects
of shocks could arise from asymmetricprice rigidity-prices that are
sticky downwardbut not upward-but this is anotherappealingnotion
that is difficultto formalize.3
13. TimurKuranshows thatasymmetriesin firms'profitfunctions,whichmanymenu
cost models ignore, can lead to asymmetricprice rigidity.But the asymmetriesappear
small. See TimurKuran,"AsymmetricPrice Rigidityand InflationaryBias," American
Economic Reviewv, vol. 73 (June 1983), pp. 373-82; Kuran, "Price AdjustmentCosts,
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MODELS

Aside from the specific argumentsoutlined above, recent research
establishes the general point that nominal rigidities can result from
optimizingchoices of agents in well-specified models. This contrasts
with the ad hoc impositionof rigiditiesin manyof the Keynesianmodels
of the 1970s. Recent progress is largely a result of two innovations in
modeling:the introductionof imperfectcompetitionandgreateremphasis on price ratherthanwage rigidities.
ImperfectCompetition. Microeconomistshave long recognizedthat
stickypricesandperfectcompetitionareincompatible.14Ina competitive
market,a firmdoes not set its price, but accepts the price quotedby the
Walrasianauctioneer. Only under imperfect competition, when firms
set prices, does it make sense to ask whethera firmadjustsits price to a
shock. Nonetheless, Keynesian models of the 1970s, most clearly
disequilibriummodels, imposednominalrigiditieson otherwiseWalrasian economies. The resultwas embarrassmentsin the formof unappealingresultsor the need for additionalarbitraryassumptions.Manyrecent
models simplygeneralizeearliermodels by allowing the firms'demand
curves to slope down. This single modificationsweeps away many of
the problems with older models. Specifically, the new models with
imperfectcompetitionoffer six advantages:
-Private

costs of rigidity are second order. Under perfect competi-

tion, the gains from nominal adjustment are large. For example, if
nominaldemandrises and prices do not adjust,there is excess demand.
In this situation, an individualfirmcan raise its price significantlyand
still sell as much output as before, which implies a large increase in
profits.In contrast, underimperfectcompetitiona higherprice always
implieslower sales. Startingfrom the profit-maximizingprice-qllantity
combination,the gains from tradingoff price and sales aftera shc-k are
second order.
AnticipatedInflation,andOutput,"Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 101(May 1986),
pp. 407-18.
14. See, for example,KennethJ. Arrow,"Towarda Theoryof PriceAdjustment,"in
Moses Abramovitzand others, eds., The Allocation of Economic Resources: Essays in
Honor of Bernard Francis Haley (StanfordUniversityPress, 1959), pp. 41-51.
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-Output is demand determined. Whenprice rigidityis imposedon a

Walrasianmarket, so that the market does not clear, it is naturalto
assume that quantityequals the smallerof supply and demand, so that
output falls below the Walrasianlevel when price is either above or
below the Walrasianlevel. But Keynesiansbelieve thatwhen prices are
rigid, increases in demand,which mean prices below Walrasianlevels,
raise output,just as decreases in demandreduce output. This result is
built into many Keynesian models throughthe unappealingassumption
that output is demanddeterminedeven if demandexceeds supply. For
example, in the Gray-Fischercontractmodel, firmshire as much labor
as they want, regardlessof the preferences of workers.15In contrast,
under imperfect competition, demand determinationarises naturally.
Firmsset prices andthen meet demand.Crucially,if demandrises, firms
are happy to sell more even if they do not adjusttheir prices, because
underimperfectcompetitionprice initiallyexceeds marginalcost. Thus
changesin demandalwayscause changesin outputin the samedirection.
-Booms raise welfare. Under perfect competition, the equilibrium
level of output in the absence of shocks is efficient. Thus increases in
output resulting from positive shocks, as well as decreases resulting
from negative shocks, reduce welfare. In the Gray-Fischermodel, for
example, half the welfare loss from the business cycle occurs when
workersare requiredto workmorethanthey want. In actualeconomies,
unusuallyhighoutputand employmentmean that the economy is doing
well.16 And this is the case in models of imperfect competition. Since
imperfect competitionpushes the no-shock level of output below the
social optimum,welfarerises when outputrises above this level.
-Wage

rigidity causes unemployment through low aggregate de-

mand.In 1970smodelswithstickynominalwages, unemploymentoccurs
when pricesfall shortof the level expected when wages were set, so that
real wages rise and firmsmove up their labordemandcurves. In actual
economies, however, firmsoften appearto reduceemploymentbecause
demandfor their output is low, not because real wages are high. This
fact is not necessarily a problem for Keynesian theories if the goods
marketis imperfectlycompetitive. In this case, a firm's labor demand
15. Fischer, "Long-TermContracts,"andGray, "On Indexation."
16. Of course economists worry that low unemploymentmay be inflationary.But
sticky-pricemodelswithperfectcompetitionimplythatlow unemploymentis undesirable
per se.
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depends on real aggregatedemand as well as the real wage, because
changes in aggregate demand shift the firm's product demand (see
equation2).
-Real wages need not be countercyclical. Imperfectcompetitioncan
remedyan embarrassingempiricalfailureof traditionalmodelsbased on
sticky nominal wages-the cyclical behavior of real wages. We can
tautologicallywrite P = pWIMPL,where P is the price level, Wis the
wage, MPLis the marginalproductof labor,and p is the markupof price
over marginalcost. If the markupis constant and marginalprodtuctof
laboris diminishing,as many 1970smodelsassumed, thenthe realwage,
WIP= MPLI,u,mustbe countercyclical.In actualeconomies, however,
realwagesappearacyclicalor abit procyclical.Thisfact canbe explained
if the marginalproductof labor is constant, as suggested by Hall, or if
the markupis countercyclical.as suggestedby Rotembergand Saloner
and by Bils. 7 Thus there need not be a link between changes in
employmentand changesin real wages.
-Nominal

rigidities have aggregate demand externalities. As we

have explained, since real aggregatedemandaffects the demandcurves
facing individualfirms, nominalrigiditieshave externalities.Rigidityin
one firm'sprice contributesto rigidityin the price level, which causes
fluctuationsin real aggregatedemandand thus harms all firms. These
externalitiesare crucialto the findingthat smallfrictionscan have large
macroeconomiceffects. The externalitiesdepend on imperfectcompetition, for underperfect competition,aggregatedemandis irrelevantto
individualfirmsbecause they can sell all they want at the going price.
ProduictMarketRigidities.

Keynes and most Keynesians emphasize

rigiditiesin nominalwages. But recentworkfocuses largelyon rigidities
in productprices. The changeoffers two advantages.
-Goods

are sold in spot markets. Although there is clearly much

nominalwage rigidityin actualeconomies-in U.S. laborcontracts,for
example, wages are set up to three years in advance-the allocative
effects of this rigidityare unclear.The implicitcontractsliteratureshows
that it may be efficient for contract signers to make employment
17. RobertE. Hall, "MarketStructureand MacroeconomicFluctuations,"BPEA,
2: 1986, pp. 285-322;Julio J. Rotembergand GarthSaloner, "A Supergame-Theoretic
Model of Price WarsduringBooms," American Econiomic Review, vol. 76 (June 1986),
pp. 390-407; Mark Bils, "Cyclical Pricing of Durable Luxuries," WorkingPaper 83
(Universityof RochesterCenterfor EconomicResearch,May 1987).
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independentof wages. That is, given long-termrelationshipswith their
workers, firmsmay choose the efficient amountof employmentrather
thanmovingalongtheirlabordemandcurves when realwages change.18
In many productmarkets,on the other hand, buyers clearly operateon
theirdemandcurves. Forexample,the local shoe storehas no agreement,
explicit or implict, from its customers to buy the efficient numberof
shoes regardless of the prices. Instead, rigidity in the store's prices
affects its sales of shoes.
-Real wages need not be countercyclical. As we argue above,
acyclical real wages arepossible even if nominalrigiditiesoccur only in
wages. But it is easiest to explainacyclical or procyclical real wages if
prices as well as wages are sticky. In this case, the effect of a shock on
realwages dependson the relativesizes of the adjustmentsof prices and
wages.
Despite the advantagesof studyingrigiditiesin goods markets,we are
ambivalentaboutthe deemphasisof labormarkets,becausethe apparent
rigidities in nominal wages may have important allocative effects.
Furtherresearchon the relativeimportanceof wage and price rigidities
is needed.
DISCUSSION

We conclude this section by discussingseveral issues concerningthe
importanceof recent theories and theirplausibility.
TheImportanceof NominalRigidities. Nominalrigiditiesare essential for explainingimportantfeatures of business cycles. As we have
emphasized,real effects of nominaldisturbances,such as changesin the
money stock, dependon some nominalimperfection.Theonlyprominent
alternative to nominal rigidities is imperfect information about the
aggregateprice level, an explanationthat manyeconomists findimplausible. It is possible, of course, to maintainthat money is neutralin the
short run-that Paul Volcker, for example, had nothingto do with the
1982recession-but this also appearsunrealisticto many economists.
18. Earlyexpositionsofthis ideaappearinMartinNeil Baily, "WagesandEmployment
underUncertainDemand,"Reviewof EconomicStudies, vol. 41 (January1974),pp. 3750; Costas Azariadis,"ImplicitContractsand UnderemploymentEquilibria,"Journalof
Political Economy, vol. 83 (December 1975),pp. 1183-1202;and RobertE. Hall, "The
Rigidityof Wagesandthe Persistenceof Unemployment,"BPEA,2:1975,pp. 301-35.
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Thus it is difficultto explain the relationof outputto nominalvariables
withoutnominalrigidities.
Nominalrigiditiesare also importantfor explainingthe effects of real
shocks to aggregatedemand, resulting, for example, from changes in
governmentspendingor in the expectations of investors. The point is
clear if we interpretM in the aggregatedemandequation, Y = MIP, as
simply a shift term, in which case real disturbancesthat shift demand
affect outputthroughthe same channelsas changesin money.
Not all explanationsfor the output effects of real demand shocks
dependon nominalimperfections.RobertBarro'smodelof government
purchases,forone, does not. 19But suchexplanationsinvokeimplausibly
largelaborsupplyelasticities. Thusnominalrigidities,while not the only
explanationfor the effects of real demand,are perhapsthe most appealing.

In the models we have surveyed, slow adjustmentof prices implies
that shocks cause temporarydeviationsof outputandemploymentfrom
their"naturalrates." Recently, however, modelsof hysteresis, in which
shocks have permanenteffects, have become popular. For example,
Blanchardand Summersarguethat the naturalrate of unemploymentin
Europeancountries changes when actual unemploymentchanges, so
that there is no unique level to which unemploymentreturns.20If these
theories are correct, then nominalrigiditiescannot fully explain unemployment, because nominal prices eventually adjust to shocks; some
additionalexplanation,such as the insider-outsidermodel in Blanchard
and Summers, is needed for the persistence of unemployment. But
nominalrigiditiesmay be crucial for explainingthe initial impulses in
unemployment.For example, after rising duringthe late 1970s,unemployment in Britainhas remainedhigh, suggestinghysteresis. But the
best explanationfor the originalincreaseis arguablya conventionalone:
slow adjustmentof wages andprices to shocks like tightmonetarypolicy
andincreasesin importprices.
The Importance of Externalities from Rigidity. Externalities from
nominairigidity,the centralelement of menu cost models, are essential
19. RobertJ. Barro,"OutputEffects of GovernmentPurchases,"Journalof Political
Economy,vol. 89 (December1981),pp. 1086-1121.
20. Olivier J. Blanchardand Lawrence Summers, "Hysteresis and the European
UnemploymentProblem,"in StanleyFischer,ed., NBERMacroeconomicsAnnual,1986
(MITPress, 1986),pp. 15-78.
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for a plausibletheory of rigidities.If rigiditiesexist, one of the following
statements must be true: rigidities do not impose large costs on the
economy;rigiditieshave largecosts to the firmsandworkerswho create
them, but these are exceeded by the costs of reducing rigidities; or
rigiditieshave smallprivatecosts, and so smallfrictionsare sufficientto
create them, but externalitiesfrom rigidity impose large costs on the
economy. The problem with the first statement is the difficulty of
explaining apparentlycostly events, such as rises in unemployment
followingmonetarycontractions,withoutnominalrigidities.The second
seems implausible:it would not be costly for magazine publishers to
printnew pricesevery yearratherthanevery fouryears, as they typically
do.2"Thus the thirdstatementis the best hope for explainingrigidities.
WhatAre Menu Costs? Models of nominalrigiditydepend on some
cost of full flexibility, albeit a small one. The term menu cost may be
misleadingbecause the physical costs of printingmenus and catalogs
may not be the most importantbarriersto flexibility. Perhaps more
importantis the lost convenience of fixingprices in nominalterms-the
cost of learningto thinkin realtermsandof computingthe nominalprice
changes correspondingto desired real price changes. More generally,
we can view infrequentrevisionof nominalprices as a ruleof thumbthat
is moreconvenientthancontinuousrevision. Thus, ratherthanreferring
to menus, we can state the centralargumentof recent papersas follows.
Firmstake the convenientshortcutof infrequentlyreviewingandchanging prices. The resultingprofitloss is small, so firmshave little incentive
to eliminate the shortcut, but externalities make the macroeconomic
effects large.
At a somewhat deeper level, we can interpretthe convenience of
fixing nominal rather than real prices as that of using the medium of
exchange,dollars,as a unitof account.22Alternatively,followingAkerlof
and Yellen, we can view simple rules of thumbas arisingfrom "near21. Stephen G. Cecchetti, "The Frequency of Price Adjustment:A Study of the
Newsstand Prices of Magazines,"Journal of Econometrics,vol. 31 (August 1986),pp.
255-74. The cost of reducingnominalwagerigiditymaybe significantif rigidityis reduced
throughshorterlaborcontracts,whichrequiremorefrequentnegotiationsbetweenunions
and management.But wage rigiditycan also be reducedthroughgreaterindexationor by
havingthe nominalwage changemore often over the life of a contract,neitherof which
appearsto have largecosts.
22. Bennett T. McCallum,"On 'Real' and 'Sticky-Price'Theories of the Business
Cycle," Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking, vol. 18 (November 1986), pp. 397-414.
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rationality,"a smalldeparturefromfull optimization.23In any case, the
precisesourceof frictionsis notimportant.The effects of nominalshocks
arethe samewhetherrigidityarisesfromprintingcosts, near-rationality,
or somethingelse.

Inflation, the Frequency of Adjustment, and the Phillips Curve
Recent researchshows thatnominalrigidityis possible in principlethat one can constructa model with firmmicroeconomicfoundationsin
which rational agents choose substantialrigidity. But the validity of
Keynesian theories is not therebyestablished. For these theories to be
convincing, they must have empiricalimplicationsthat contradictother
macroeconomictheories, and these predictionsmust be confirmedby
evidence. This sectionderivesimplicationsof recent Keynesianmodels,
and the next section tests them. As explained in the introduction,the
main predictionis that the real effects of nominal shocks are smaller
when average inflationis higher. Higher average inflationerodes the
frictions that cause nonneutralities,for example by causing more frequentwage andprice adjustments.
This section studies a specific model of the class described in the
previous section. In the model, a cost of price adjustmentleads firmsto
change prices at intervals rather than continuously. In addition to
providinga basis for the empiricaltests of the next majorsection, the
model is of theoreticalinterest. Previous models of nominalrigidityare
highly stylized; for example, most menu cost models are static. Our
model is dynamic and has the appealingfeature that the price level
adjusts slowly over time to a nominalshock. The speed of adjustment,
whichis treatedas exogenousin olderKeynesianmodels,is endogenous.
It depends on the frequency of price adjustmentby individualfirms,
which in turnis derivedfromprofit-maximization.24
We first present the model and show that high average inflation
reduces the outputeffects of nominalshocks. We also show that highly
variable aggregatedemandreduces these effects. We then investigate
23. AkerlofandYellen, "A Near-RationalModel."
24. The speedof adjustmentis also endogenousin LaurenceBall, "Externalitiesfrom
Contract Length," AmesricanEconomic Review, vol. 77 (September 1987), pp. 615-29.
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the model's quantitativeimplicationsby calculatingthe real effects of
shocks for a range of plausible parametervalues. The results suggest
that the effects of average inflationand demand variabilityare large.
Next we arguethat the implicationsof our model are robust:they carry
over to broadclasses of other Keynesianmodels.
Finally,we comparethe predictionsof Keynesiantheorieswith those
of models in the new classical or equilibriumtradition, focusing on
Lucas's model of imperfect information. Like our model, Lucas's
predictsthat the size of the real effects of shocks dependsnegativelyon
the variance of aggregatedemand. Since this predictionis common to
Keynesian and new classical theories, testing it empirically,as Lucas
and others have done, is not useful for distinguishingbetween the two
theories. Crucially,Lucas's model differsfrom ours by predictingthat
the effects of shocks do not dependon averageinflation.This difference
leads to the tests of the models in the next section.
THE

MODEL

AND

QUALITATIVE

RESULTS

Our model of price adjustmentis similarin spirit to those of John
Taylor and Olivier Blanchard.25The model is set in continuous time.
The economy containsimperfectlycompetitivefirmsthat changeprices
at discrete intervalsratherthan continuously,because adjustmentsare
costly. Price setting is staggered, with an equal proportionof firms
changingprices at every instant.The crucialdeparturefromTaylorand
Blanchardis that the length of time between price changes, and hence
the rate at which the price level adjuststo shocks, is endogenous. Thus
we can study the determinantsof the speed of adjustment.
Consider the behavior of a representativefirm, firm i. Rather than
derive a profit function from specific cost and demand functions, we
simplyassume that firmi's profitsdepend on three variables:aggregate
spendingin the economy, y; firmi's relative price, pi - p; and a firmspecific shock, Oi(all variablesare in logs). The aggregateprice level p
is defined simply as the average of prices across firms. Aggregate
spendingy affects firm i's profits by shiftingthe demand curve that it
faces. When aggregate spending rises, the firm sells more at a given
25. Taylor, "Staggered Wage Setting" and "Aggregate Dynamics and Staggered
Contracts"; and Blanchard, "Price Asynchronization" and "Wage Price Spiral."
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relativeprice. The termpi - p affects the firm'sprofitsby determining
the position on the demand curve at which it operates. And Oiis an
idiosyncraticshock to either demandor costs (the presence of Oiis not
needed for our main qualitative results, but it strongly affects the
quantitativeresults of the next section).
We assume that the elasticity of firmi's profit-maximizingreal price,
Pi - p, with respect to y is a positive constant, v. Without loss of
generality,we assume that the elasticity of pi - p with respect to Oiis
one, and that Oihas zero mean. Thus we can write the profit-maximizing
realprice as
(5)

Pi (t) - p(t)

=

v[y(t) - y(t)] + Oi(t),

v > 0,

where y is the naturalrate of output-the level at which, if Oiequals its
mean, the firmdesires a relative price of one. (Relativeprices equal to
one is the conditionfor a symmetricequilibriumof the economy when
prices are flexible.)26
If price adjustmentwere costless, firmi would set pi = pi at every
instant. We assume, however, that an adjustmentcost leads firms to
change prices only at intervals of length X, which for simplicity is
constant over time (later in this section we discuss the implicationsof
allowingXto vary). Specifically, each price change has a fixed cost F,
so adjustmentcosts per periodare FIX.
As noted above, an equal proportionof firms sets prices at every
instant.27If firmi sets a price at t, it chooses the price and A to maximize
its expected profits,averagedover the life of the price (fromt to t + X).
Maximizingprofits is equivalent to minimizingprofit losses from two
sources: adjustment costs and deviations of price from the profit26. As an example of foundations for equation 5, suppose that firm i's demand equation
= y - E(Pi - p) (demand depends on aggregate spending and the firm's relative price),
and that its log costs are yyi + (1 - e + Ey)Oi. This implies equation 5 with v = (y - 1)/
(1 - e + Ey) and - = [1/(y - 1)] ln [(e - 1)/Ey] (the coefficient on Oiin the cost function is
chosen to satisfy the normalization that the coefficient on Oiin equation 5 is one). For
deeper microfoundations, see Ball and Romer, "Equilibrium and Optimal Timing of Price
Changes," where a price-setting rule like equation 5 is derived from utility and production
functions.
27. We assume that price setting is staggered so that inflation is smooth. If all firms
changed prices at the same times, the aggregate price level would remain constant between
adjustments and thenjump discretely. We do not model the sources of staggering explicitly;
for explanations of staggering, see the references in note 11.
is Yi
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maximizinglevel. We approximatethe latter by 1 K (pi - p*)2, where
K is the negative of the second derivative of profits with respect
to pi - pi. Thus firmi's loss per unit of time is
(6)

F + !!K

x+

=

Et [pi (t + s)

PJ2

ds

Minimizationof equation6 impliesa simplerulefor choosingpi:
(7)

Pi = ,

Etp (t + s)ds.

That is, a firm sets its price to the average of its expected profitmaximizingpricesfor the periodwhen the price is in effect. We describe
the more complicateddeterminationof Xbelow.
To studythe effects of nominalshocks, we mustintroducea stochastic
nominalvariable.We assume thatthe log of nominalaggregatedemand,
x =y + p, is exogenous and follows the continuous-timeanalogueof a
randomwalk with drift:
(8)

x(t) = gt + o>XW(t),

where W(t)is a Wienerprocess. The firsttermin the expressionfor x(t)
capturestrend growth of g per unit time; the second capturesrandom
walk innovations with variance (o2 per unit time. Our analysis below
focuses on the effects of the parametersg and a-xon the economy. A
monetaristinterpretationof equation 8 is that x(t) = m(t) + V-the
velocity of moneyis constant,andaggregatedemandis drivenby random
walk movements in the money stock. A more general interpretationis
that a varietyof exogenous variables-fiscal policy, the expectationsof
investors, and so on-drive x(t).
We make two final assumptions. First, the naturalrate of output
grows smoothlyat rate p,:
(9)

y-(t)==,

t.

Along with the process for x(t), this implies that average inflation is
g - p,.Second, the firm-specificdisturbances,the Oi's,are uncorrelated
across firmsand follow continuous-timerandomwalks whose innovations have mean zero and varianceao per unit time.28
28. More precisely, we assume that Oifollows a stationaryprocess and considerthe
limit as this process approachesa randomwalk. (If Oiis a randomwalk, its mean is
undefined,whichcontradictsour earlierassumptionthatits meanis zero.)
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The Behavior of the Economy for a Given Frequency of Price

Changes. Below we show that average inflation, by influencing the
intervalbetween price changes, affects the output-inflationtrade-offin
ourmodel. A preliminarystep is to solve for the behaviorof the economy
for a given interval, X. We do this by combiningour assumptionsabout
price setting by individualfirmsand then aggregating.The behaviorof
individualfirmsdeterminesthe behaviorof the pricelevel. As described
above, the behaviorof price level-which each firm,being small, takes
as given-in turn determines the behavior of firms. The condition for
equilibriumis thatindividualandaggregatebehaviorare consistent;that
is, that profit-maximizingprice-settingrules for individualfirms given
the behavior of the price level in fact yield that behavior of the price
level. The details are complicated, so we leave them for the appendix.
Here we simplypresentour mainresults.
The solutionfor the behaviorof the price level takes the form
(10)

p(t) = (g

-

)t +

f

w(s;X) dZ (t -s),

where dZ (t - s) - >dW(t - s) is the innovationin aggregatedemand
at t - s. The firsttermin equation10capturesaverageinflationof g - PI,
andthe second capturesthe effects of shocks. The termw(s;X) gives the
effect of a demandshock at t - s on the price level at t.
The appendixderives the expressionthatdefinesw(.). We cannotfind
an analyticsolutionto the expressionandthereforesolve it numerically;
the appendix describes how. We find when we solve for w(.) that,
assuming v<1, w(s;X) equals zero when s=O, increases with s, and
approachesone as s approachesinfinity.Thatis, the immediateeffect of
a shock on the price level is zero (because an infinitesimalproportionof
firmschanges prices at t); the effect of the shock grows over time; and
asymptoticallythe shock is passed one-for-oneinto prices.
The crucialresultaboutw(.) concernsthe frequencyof price changes:
when v< 1, w(s;X) is decreasingin X. A longerintervalbetween changes
in individualprices leads to slower adjustmentof the aggregateprice
level-for any s, a smallerproportionof a shock at t - s is passed into
prices by t.29
29. If v > 1, firmswant to adjusttheirprices more thanone-for-onewith real output;
as a result,in this case the approachto full adjustmentis oscillatory.Theresponseis again
slowerwhenthe frequencyof priceadjustmentis lower.
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The behaviorof real outputfollows directlyfrom the behaviorof the
pricelevel, the stochasticprocess for aggregatedemand,andthe identity
y = x -p:

(11)

y((t) -

= f
=
=o

[1 - w(s;X)] dZ (t - s).

The sizes of the realeffects of nominalshocks are given by 1 - w(.); this
is the theoreticalcounterpartof the parameterthat we estimate in the
following section.
Finally, equation 11impliesan expressionfor the varianceof output:
(12)

E{[y(t)

-y

f

]

[1 - w(s;X)]2ds.
s=0

The varianceof outputdepends on the varianceof demandshocks, 02,
and the size of the effects of shocks, 1 - w(.). This result is also used in
the empiricalwork of the next majorsection.
The Equilibrium Frequency of Price Changes. We now derive a

condition defining the equilibrium interval between price changes.
Considerfirmi's problemof choosing its interval,Xi,given that all other
firms in the economy choose an interval X. The value of a firm's loss
function, L (equation6), is affected by both Xiand X;the latter matters
because it determinesthe behavior of the price level. Minimizationof
L(Xi,X)withrespectto Xiyields the first-orderconditionaL(Xi,X)/axi = 0.
A symmetricNash equilibriumfor X, XEis definedimplicitlyby setting
Xi= Xin this condition:
(13)

)

|

0.

In other words, an interval X is an equilibriumif, when X is chosen
throughoutthe economy, it is in firmi's interestto choose Xas well.30
Because we can find w(.) only numerically, we must also find the
30. Solving for the equilibrium interval between price changes is different from the
common exercise of solving for the socially optimal interval. See, for example, Gray, "On
Indexation" (which focuses on the interval between wage changes-that is, the length of
labor contracts). The equilibrium and optimal intervals differ because, as we stress in the
first section, firms' choices of the frequency of price adjustment have externalities. See
Ball, "Externalities from Contract Length," for a further discussion of this point.
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equilibriumXnumerically,as describedin the appendix.We find that X
is decreasingin i, o-x,and ao.,where iT- g - p, is the average inflation
rate. Thus the interval between price changes decreases the higher
averageinflation.High inflationcauses a firm'sprofit-maximizingnominal price to change rapidly, which raises the benefits from frequent
adjustment.The intervalX also decreases the greaterthe variances of
aggregate and firm-specificshocks. When either variance is large, a
firm'sfutureprofit-maximizing
price is highlyuncertain,so the firmdoes
not wish to fix its price for long.
These results, along with the results aboutthe effects of X,implythat
the Phillipscurve is steeper when iT,o-a,or ar is larger.Higheraverage
inflationreducesthe intervalbetweenpricechanges, whichin turnraises
w(.), the proportionof a shockthatis passedintoprices. A largervariance
of aggregateor firm-specificshocks also reduces Xand thus raises w(.).
These results imply that increases in iT,a-,, or ar lead to decreases in
1 - w(.), the real effects of shocks. These predictions lead to the

empiricaltests of the next section.
QUANTITATIVE

RESULTS

We now ask whether the effects of inflationand demandvariability
identifiedabove are quantitativelyimportant.We do so by computing
the intervalbetween price changes and the real effects of shocks for a
rangeof plausibleparametervalues.
Choice of Parameters. Since our focus is the effects of average
inflation,g - [t, andthe standarddeviationof demand,a..,we experiment
withwide rangesof values of these parameters(g and p affect the results
only throughtheir difference). This leaves three other parametersfor
which we need baseline values: F/K, the ratio of the cost of changing
prices to the negative of the second derivativeof the profitfunction (F
and K enter only throughtheirratio);ur, the standarddeviationof firmspecific shocks; and v, the elasticity of a firm's profit-maximizingreal
price with respect to aggregateoutput.
We choose baseline parameters by experimentingwith values of
F/K, uo, and v to find a combinationthat implies plausible sizes for the
real effects of shocks. We then ask whetherthese parametervalues are
realistic. Finally, we investigaterobustnessby calculatingthe effects of
changingeach parameterfromits baseline value.
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It is difficultto measure F and K directly, so we take an indirect
approach.In a model of steady inflationand no shocks (ur = ur = 0),
F/K determinesthe frequency of price changes. WithF/K = 0.00015,
firmschangeprices every five quartersundersteady 3 percent inflation
andevery two quartersundersteady 12percentinflation.Microeconomic
evidence suggests that actualintervalsbetween price changes typically
averagetwo years or more. Thus our baseline value of F/K is conservative. We certainly do not assume menu costs that are too large to be
consistent with price settingin actualeconomies.31
To pick a value for uo, we use the fact that uzrequals the standard
deviation of movements in profit-maximizingprices, the p*'s, across
firms. This leads us to use data on relative price variabilityto gauge
plausible values of ur. Vining and Elwertowski report a 4-5 percent
standarddeviation of annual relative price movements across highly
disaggregate(8-digit)componentsof the U.S. consumerprice index;this
is consistent with our assumptionof uO = 3 percent.32
Finally, there is little quantitativeevidence concerningthe size of v,
the elasticity of profit-maximizingrelativeprices with respect to aggregate output. However, our choice of a smallelasticity, 0. 1, is consistent
with the common view that relative prices vary little in response to
aggregatefluctuations. Our baseline parametersare thereforeF/K
0.00015, uo = 3 percent, and v = 0.1.
Results. Table 1 shows the effects of average inflation, g - VL,and
the variability of demand, u, when F/K, u., and v equal their baseline
values. For wide ranges of g - pLand u, the table shows two figures.
31. For microeconomicevidence on price behavior,see Cecchetti, "The Frequency
of Price Adjustment";Anil K. Kashyap, "Sticky Prices: New Evidence from Retail
Catalogs"(MIT,November1987);andW. A. H. GodleyandC. Gillion,"PricingBehavior
in Manufacturing Industry," National Institute Economic Review, no. 33 (August 1965),

pp. 43-47.
32. DanielR. Vining,Jr., and ThomasC. Elwertowski,"The Relationshipbetween
Relative Prices and the General Price Level," American Economic Review, vol. 66
(September1976),pp. 699-708. As a measureof r0, Viningand Elwertowski'sfigurehas
both an upwardand a downwardbias. The upwardbias occurs because staggeredprice
adjustmentcausesactualprices,thepi's, to varyacrossfirmseven whenprofit-maximizing
prices, the p!'s, do not. As a result, the standarddeviation of pi, which Vining and
Elwertowskimeasure,is greaterthanthe standarddeviationof pi*,which equals r0.The
negative bias in that variationacross componentsof the CPI, even if these are highly
disaggregated,is less thanvariationacrossindividualprices.It is difficultto tell therelative
magnitudesof these biases.
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Table 1. Effect of a Nominal Shock on Real Output and the Equilibrium Interval
between Price Changes a
Average
inflation
rate,

Demand variability, Co (percent)

g-[

x

(percent)

0

1

3

5

10

20

0

0.560
(31)
0.519
(29)
0.424
(25)
0.322
(20)
0.174
(14)
0.057
(9)
0.012
(6)
0.001
(4)

0.540
(30)
0.519
(29)
0.424
(25)
0.322
(20)
0.174
(14)
0.057
(9)
0.012
(6)
0.001
(4)

0.495
(28)
0.470
(27)
0.405
(24)
0.299
(19)
0.174
(14)
0.057
(9)
0.012
(6)
0.001
(4)

0.424
(25)
0.405
(24)
0.366
(22)
0.299
(19)
0.174
(14)
0.057
(9)
0.012
(6)
0.001
(4)

0.250
(17)
0.250
(17)
0.224
(16)
0.199
(15)
0.124
(12)
0.039
(8)
0.012
(6)
0.001
(4)

0.078
(10)
0.078
(10)
0.078
(10)
0.078
(10)
0.057
(9)
0.023
(7)
0.012
(6)
0.001
(4)

2
5
10
20
50
100
250

Source: Authors' calculations. See text description.
a. The table shows the effects of changing values of g - p. and u. when FIK, uo, and v equal their baseline values.
F/K is the ratio of the cost of changing prices to minus the second derivative of the profit function; urois the standard
devialion of firm-specific shocks; and v is the elasticity of a firms profit-maximizing real price with respect to
aggregate output. Baseline values: F/K = 0.00015; u0 = 3 percent; and v = 0.1. For each entry in the table, the
first number is the percentage effect of a I percent nominal shock on real output after six months; the number in
parentheses is the equilibrium interval between pnrce changes, X, in weeks.

The firstis the percentageeffect of a 1 percentchangein demandon real
output six monthslater. A value of zero would mean that prices adjust
fully to the shock; a value of one would mean that prices do not adjust
at all. We refer to this figureas simply the real effect of a shock. The
figurein parenthesesis the equilibriumintervalbetween price changes,
X, in weeks. As we explain above, inflation and demand variability
influencethe real effects of shocks throughtheireffects on X.
Table 1 shows that realistic increases in average inflation have
quantitativelyimportant effects. With rO= 3 percent, roughly the
standard deviation of nominal GNP growth for the postwar United
States, the interval between price changes is 28 weeks if g - 1. = 0, but
falls to 19 weeks if g - 1. = 10 percent and 6 weeks if g - 1. =- 100
percent. As a result, the real effect of a shock is 0.50 for g - 1. = 0,
0.30 for g - 1. = 10 percent, and 0.01 for g - 1. = 100 percent.
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Table 2. The Effects of Changes in FIK, v, and c0 on the Slope of the Phillips Curve
and the Equilibrium Interval between Price Changes

Aver-ageijiflation
rate,a

g

Parameterval/tes
F/K

v

-

CFO
(percent)

5
percent

20
percent

0.00015

0.1

3

0.405
(24)

0.174
(14)

0.0003

0.1

3

0.00015

0.2

3

0.00015

0.1

6

0.519
(29)
0.273
(24)
0.174
(14)

0.274
(18)
0.080
(14)
0.100
(11)

0.00045

0.1

6

0.0003

0.285

3

0.00015

0.0295

6

0.405
(24)
0.406
(32)
0.403
(15)

0.274
(18)
0.104
(18)
0.367
(12)

Source: Authors' calculations. See text description.
a. For various combinations of F/K, v', and (ro, the table shows the real effect of a nominal shock and the interval
between price changes: for each entry in the last two columns of the table, the first number is the percentage effect
of a i percent nominal sliock on real output after six months: the number in parentheses is the equilibrium interval
between price changes, X, in weeks. Demand variability, arx,is set to 3 percent.

Table 1 shows that increases in (r, also have inmportant
effects. With
5
average inflationof percent, raisingou,from 3 percent to 10 percent
reduces the intervalbetween price changesfrom 24 to 16weeks and the
real effect of a shock from 0.41 to 0.22. These effects are similarto the
effects of raisingaverageinflationfrom 5 percentto 15percent.
Table 2 shows the effects of varying F/K, u., and v. For various

combinationsof these parameters,we show the real effect of a shock
and the interval between price changes for g - 11 = 5 percent and
g - 11 = 20 percent, assuming ou. = 3 percent in both cases. The first

line reproducesthe results for the baseline parameters,and each of the
followingthree lines shows the effects of doublingone parameterwhile
holdingthe others constant. An increase in FIK raises the real effect of
a shock, and an increasein uoor v reduces it. But for all combinationsof
F/K, u0, and v, our centralresult holds: higheraverageinflationreduces
the realeffect of a shock. The remainingthreelines of the table show the
effects of combinationsof changes that leave the real effect of a shock
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unchanged for g - 11= 5 percent. These lines show how the parameters

affect the strength of the link between average inflationand the real
effect of a shock.
ROBUSTNESS

TraditionalKeynesian models, such as textbook models of price
adjustmentor the staggeredcontractsmodels of Fischer and Taylor, do
not sharethe key predictionsof our model.33These older theories treat
the degreeof nominalrigidity(forexample, the lengthof laborcontracts
or the adjustmentspeed of the pricelevel) as fixedparameters;thus they
rule out the channelthroughwhich averageinflationaffects the outputinflationtrade-off. On the other hand, our central results appearto be
robustimplicationsof Keynesiantheoriesin which the degreeof rigidity
is endogenous.The intuitionfor the effects of inflationon the frequency
of price adjustment,andof this frequencyon the size of nonneutralities,
is not tied to the specific assumptionsof our model.
Oneassumptionof ourmodelthatrequiresattentionis thatthe interval
betweenprice changesis constantover time. This assumptionis ad hoc:
given our other assumptions,firmscould increaseprofitsby varyingthe
intervalbased on the realizationsof shocks. In addition,the assumption
is unrealistic,because firmsin actual economies do not always change
prices at fixed intervals.
We now considerthe alternativeassumptionthatfirmscanfreely vary
the timingof price changes. This assumptionof complete flexibilityis
also far fromrealistic. Most wages are adjustedat constant intervalsof
a year. There appears to be greater flexibility in the timing of price
changes, but the limitedevidence suggests that it is not complete. Mail
order companies change prices at fixed times during the year, even
though they issue catalogs much more frequently than they change
prices, and thus could vary the dates of adjustmentswithout issuing
extra catalogs. In addition,a broadrangeof industriesappearsto have
a preferredtime of the year, often January,for price changes.34
It is not yet possible to solve a model like ours with flexible timing,
33. For a textbook model, see RudigerDornbuschand Stanley Fischer, Macroeconomics, 4th ed. (McGraw-Hill,1987).
34. For evidenceon mailordercatalogs,see Kashyap,"StickyPrices." For evidence
on industries'preferredmonths for price changes, see Julio J. Rotembergand Garth
Saloner,"A 'JanuaryEffect' in the Pricingof Goods" (MIT, 1988).
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but suggestive results are availablefor simplermodels. In particular,a
literaturebeginningwith Sheshinskiand Weiss presentspartial-equilibriummodels in which a firmchooses to follow an "Ss" rulefor adjusting
its price: whenever inflationpushes its real price outside some bounds,
it adjustsits nominalpriceto returnthe realprice to a targetlevel. These
models reproduce a crucial implicationof our model: higher average
inflationleads to more frequentprice changes. High inflationcauses a
firm'srealprice to changerapidly,so, for given Ss bounds,the price hits
the bounds more often. High inflationalso causes the firmto widen its
bounds, which reduces the frequency of price changes, but does not
fully offset the firsteffect.35
Forourmainargumentto hold,the morefrequentchangesin individual
prices that result from higher inflation must lead in turn to faster
adjustmentof the aggregateprice level. Intuitionclearly suggests a link
between the frequencyof individualadjustmentand the speed of aggregate adjustment,but the difficultyof studyinggeneralequilibriumwith
flexible timing precludes a definitiveproof. Indeed, in one prominent
special case, the link does not exist. AndrewCaplinandDaniel Spulber
show that if we assumnethatfirmsfollow Ss rules with constantbounds,
andif aggregatedemandis nondecreasing,then the aggregateprice level
adjusts immediatelyto nominal shocks-nominal shocks are neutral.
Because aggregate adjustmentis always instantaneous, its speed is
obviously independentof the frequencyof individualprice changes.36
Currentresearch suggests that the Caplin-Spulberresult does not
hold underrealisticconditions. There exist examples in which firmsdo
not follow Ss rules with constant bounds, and so a shock to the money
supplyis not neutral,eitherif there is some persistence to inflationor if
firms'optimalnominalprices sometimesfall. And when nonneutralities
exist, it appearsplausible that their size depends on the frequency of
individualprice adjustment.Thus, overall, models of price adjustment
withflexibletimingappearconsistentwiththe predictionsof ourmodel.37
35. The link between inflationand the frequencyof adjustmentis establishedfor the
case of constantinflationin Eytan Sheshinskiand YoramWeiss, "Inflationand Costs of
Price Adjustment,"Review of Economic Studies, vol. 44 (June 1977),pp. 287-303. An
extension to the case of stochasticinflationis presentedby AndrewS. Caplinand Eytan
Sheshinski,"Optimalityof (s, S) PricingPolicies" (PrincetonUniversity, 1987).
36. Andrew S. Caplinand Daniel F. Spulber, "Menu Costs and the Neutralityof
Money," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 102 (November 1987), pp. 703-25.

37. Forthe implicationsof persistentinflation,see DanielTsiddon,"Onthe Stubbornness of Sticky Prices" (ColumbiaUniversity,July 1987).For the implicationsof falling
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Another robustness issue concerns the nature of the friction that
prevents nominalflexibility.In our model, the frictionis a fixed cost of
price adjustment.An alternativeview is that the technologicalcosts of
makingprices highly flexible are negligible but that for some reason,
such as convenience, the desire to avoid computationcosts, or habit,
price setters nonetheless follow rules that focus on nominal prices.38
Withouta theory that predicts the particularrules of thumbthat price
setters follow, theories of this type do not make precise predictions
concerningthe relationshipbetween averageinflationand the degree of
price flexibility. But it appears that under reasonable interpretations
these theories imply that higherinflationincreases nominalflexibility.
As averageinflationrises, so does the cost of following a rule-of-thumb
pricingpolicy statedin nominalterms, as does the evidence thatkeeping
a fixed nominal price is not equivalent to keeping a fixed real price.
Althoughprice setters may continueto follow rules of thumb,they will
increasingly think in terms of real rather than nominal magnitudes.
Nominalprice flexibilitywill thus increase.
THE

PREDICTIONS

OF NEW

CLASSICAL

THEORIES

The predictionof Keynesianmodels that averageinflationaffects the
output-inflationtrade-off is importantbecause it is inconsistent with
alternativemacroeconomicmodels in the new classical tradition. We
now reviewthe predictionsof new classical models, focusingon Lucas's
imperfectinformationtheory. Like Keynesian models of nominalrigidity, Lucas's model is designed to explain the effects of nominalshocks
on output-that is, to generate a short-runPhillips curve. But Lucas's
model has differentimplicationsabout what determinesthe size of the
effects.
In Lucas's model, agents wish to change their outputin response to
changes in their relative prices, but not in response to changes in the
aggregateprice level. When an agent observes a change in his price,
however, he cannottell whetherit resultsfroma relativeor an aggregate

optimalprices, see Blanchard,"Why Does Money Affect Output?"and Tsiddon, "The
(Mis)behaviorof the AggregatePriceLevel" (ColumbiaUniversity, 1987).These authors
establishresults for the special case in which a firm'soptimalprice moves one-for-one
withaggregatedemandandis independentof the pricelevel (v = I in our notation).
38. See AkerlofandYellen, "A Near-RationalModel."
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movement.He acts upon his best guess, which is thatpartof the change
comes from each source. Since agents interpretany price change as
partly relative, changes that in fact result from a nominal shock have
effects on output.
In Lucas's model, the size of the effects of nominalshocks depends
on the relative magnitudesof nominaland idiosyncraticreal shocks. In
particular,if nominal shocks are large, agents attribute most of the
movementsin theirprices to nominalshocks, and respondlittle. Thus a
large variance of nominal aggregatedemand leads to a steep Phillips
curve. Lucaspresentscross-countryevidence supportingthis prediction
in his famous 1973paper. We show, however, that Keynesian models
make the same prediction, although the reason-a large variance of
aggregatedemandcauses morefrequentpricechanges-is very different.
Because both Keynesian and new classical theories explain Lucas's
results, his test does not help to distinguishbetween them.
The effect of average inflationon the output-inflationtrade-offdoes
distinguishKeynesian and new classical models. Theories of nominal
rigiditiespredictthat high inflationmakes the Phillipscurve steeper. In
Lucas's imperfectinformationmodel, average inflationis irrelevantto
the output-inflationtrade-off, because only the variances of random
variables, not the means, affect the uncertaintythat agents face. This
differencebetween the theories is the basis for our empiricalwork. (A
simple correlationbetween averageinflationandthe slope of the Phillips
curve is consistent with Lucas's model, because average inflation is
correlatedwith the variance of demand, which affects the slope. Tne
issue is whether there is a relation between average inflationand the
slope afterwe controlfor the varianceof demand.)
Another difference between the predictions of Keynesian and new
classicaltheoriesconcernsthe effects of idiosyncraticshocks. According
to Lucas, a large variance of relative price shocks increases the real
effects of nominal shocks, because it raises the proportionof these
shocks that agents misperceiveas real. Ourmodel predictsthat a large
variance of idiosyncratic shocks, like a large variance of aggregate
shocks, leads to morefrequentpricechangesandthusreduces the effects
of nominalshocks. If one could constructa measureof the varianceof
firm-specific shocks, which we do not attempt in this paper, then
estimatingthe relationbetween this variableandthe slope of the Phillips
curve would be anothertest between the two competingtheories.
Theleadingnew classicalalternativeto Lucas's imperfectinformation
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model is real business-cycle theory.39This theory attributesall fluctuations in output to real disturbancesand assumes that nominal disturbances are simplypassed into prices. Because nominalshocks have no
causal role in outputfluctuations,it is difficultfor the theory to explain
the observed positive correlationsof real and nominalvariables, much
less the effect of averageinflationon the strengthof these correlations.
King and Plosser have devised a real business-cycle model in which
outputmoveswithnominalmoneythroughreverse causality:the banking
system creates inside money in anticipationof output movements. But
as Mankiwpoints out, the model predicts that the aggregateprice level
falls when outputrises.40Thus realbusiness-cycle models do not appear
to providean alternativeexplanationof the resultsthatwe reportbelow.
InternationalEvidence
We examine here how the trade-off between output and inflation
varies across countries. Our goal is to test the theoretical results
discussed in the previous section. In particular,we wish to examine
whether in countries with high rates of inflation,changes in aggregate
demandhave relativelysmalleffects on outputand insteadare reflected
quicklyin prices.
Ouranalysis is dividedinto two parts. First we describethe data and
present the basic results. We estimate the output-inflationtrade-offfor
43 industrializedcountries and examine the relationshipbetween the
trade-offandaverageinflationanddemandvariability.Thenwe consider
econometricissues raised by our procedureand examine variationson
our basic test.
DATA

AND

BASIC

RESULTS

The datawe examine, originallyfromInternational Financial Statistics of the InternationalMonetaryFund, are from the IMF databankof
39. For a recentrealbusiness-cyclemodel, see EdwardC. Prescott, "TheoryAhead
of Business Cycle Measurement," Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly

Review,vol. 10(Fall 1986),pp. 9-22.
40. Robert G. King and Charles I. Plosser, "Money, Credit, and Prices in a Real
BusinessCycle," AmericanEconomicRev iew, vol. 74(June1984),pp.363-80;N. Gregory
Mankiw,"Real Business Cycles: A Neo-KeynesianPerspective,"Jolurnal of Economic
Perspectives, forthcoming.
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DataResources, Inc. All the dataare annual.Dependingon the country,
outputis real GNP or real GDP, whichever is available. We denote the
log of output as y and the log of the correspondingnominalquantityas
x. The log of the price level is then p = x - y.

Wewantedthe mostextensive possible sampleof large,industrialized,
free marketeconomies. We used the followingfive criteriafor choosing
the sampleof countries:the populationhad to be at least one million;at
least 10 percentof outputhad to be in manufacturing;not more than 30
percentof outputcould be in agriculture;datahadto be availableat least
back to 1963;the economy had to be largelyunplanned.Informationon
the first three criteriawas taken from the IMF's Yearbookof National
Account Statistics and the International Financial Statistics Yearbooks;

data for the year 1965were used for these criteria.The fifthcriterionis
obviously open to interpretation.It led us to exclude such countries as
Czechoslovakia,East Germany,and Yugoslavia.
The countriesare listed in table 3, togetherwith the periodof time for
which data are available. We present here some sample statistics for
each country:the meanandstandarddeviationfor realgrowth,inflation,
and the growthin nominaldemand.We see from this table that there is
substantialvariationin the macroeconomicexperiences of these countries. For example, Panamahad the lowest average inflationrate, less
than 3 percent a year, while Argentinaand Brazil each had average
inflationexceeding 40 percenta year.
Estimating the Output-Inflation Trade-off. We express the short-run

output-inflationtrade-offby estimatingthe followingequation:
(14)

Yt = constant +

TX
lXt

+ X Yt-I + y Time.

The log of real GNP is regressed on its own lag, a time trend, and the
change in nominal GNP. This sort of equation has been used widely,
both by new classical macroeconomistssuch as Robert Lucas and by
Keynesianmacroeconomistssuch as CharlesSchultze.41Equation14is
the empirical counterpartof equation 12 of our theoretical model. It
differs from equation 12 by the use of discrete ratherthan continuous
time andby summarizingthe effects of past demandmovementsthrough
41. Lucas, "Some InternationalEvidence"; CharlesL. Schultze, "Cross-Country
and Cross-TemporalDifferences in InflationResponsiveness," American Economic
Review,vol. 74 (May 1984,Papers and Proceedings,1983),pp. 160-65.
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics on Inflation and Output, Various Countries, Selected
Periods, 1948-86
Real growth
Country
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Colombia
Costa Rica
Denmark
DominicanRepublic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Iceland
Iran
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
Nicaragua
Norway
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tunisia
United Kingdom
United States
Venezuela
Zaire
Across-countryvalues
Mean
Standarddeviation

Sample
period

Mean

1963-81
1949-85
1950-86
1950-85
1958-83
1963-84
1948-85
1950-85
1960-86
1950-85
1950-86
1950-85
1951-86
1950-85
1950-85
1950-86
1948-86
1950-83
1948-85
1959-85
1948-85
1953-82
1950-85
1960-85
1952-85
1948-85
1950-85
1960-83
1950-86
1950-86
1960-84
1948-86
1953-82
1960-84
1948-86
1954-84
1950-86
1948-86
1960-83
1948-86
1948-86
1950-85
1950-84

Inflationz

Standard
deviation

Mean

0.0262
0.0416
0.0396
0.0329
0.0376
0.0633
0.0436
0.0465
0.0459
0.0318
0.0493
0.0569
0.0328
0.0429
0.0415
0.0455
0.0549
0.0425
0.0353
0.0575
0.0319
0.0745
0.0433
0.0153
0.0716
0.0577
0.0388
0.0377
0.0416
0.0537
0.0354
0.0484
0.0510
0.0861
0.0383
0.0455
0.0301
0.0286
0.0621
0.0243
0.0315
0.0459
0.0334

0.04253
0.02446
0.02615
0.02238
0.03839
0.05500
0.02605
0.01881
0.03809
0.02451
0.05084
0.04195
0.04140
0.03339
0.01987
0.03548
0.03872
0.02802
0.05647
0.08270
0.02375
0.04307
0.02775
0.04616
0.03642
0.03069
0.02918
0.08672
0.01618
0.03315
0.04342
0.03216
0.02771
0.04680
0.02279
0.03085
0.01795
0.03415
0.04424
0.01890
0.02676
0.03757
0.04248

0.5439
0.0677
0.0526
0.0424
0.2012
0.4237
0.0480
0.1371
0.1241
0.0634
0.0534
0.0877
0.0507
0.0749
0.0675
0.0374
0.0915
0.0374
0.1977
0.0937
0.0741
0.2119
0.0796
0.1113
0.0472
0.1392
0.0493
0.0806
0.0564
0.0299
0.2554
0.0720
0.0739
0.0356
0.0718
0.0992
0.0635
0.0387
0.0596
0.0664
0.0415
0.0526
0.2002

0.0441
0.0138

0.03591
0.0147

0.1048
0.0999

Stanidard
deviation
0.42064
0.05043
0.04745
0.03028
0.29272
0.25825
0.03296
0.06849
0.13105
0.02869
0.07553
0.10082
0.08044
0.05648
0.03798
0.02125
0.06568
0.05120
0.14758
0.12213
0.05432
0.24465
0.05715
0.08769
0.03772
0.15016
0.03399
0.09377
0.05166
0.03548
0.22662
0.08221
0.07211
0.04768
0.05457
0.04698
0.03776
0.02672
0.05795
0.04984
0.02529
0.08237
0.22374
0.09303
0.0843

Nomninial
growth
Stanidard
Meani deviation
0.5702
0.40685
0.1094
0.04880
0.0923
0.04329
0.0754
0.03343
0.2388
0.26608
0.4871
0.23597
0.0917
0.03696
0.1836
0.06394
0.1701
0.10563
0.0953
0.02812
0.1028
0.09106
0.1447
0.09687
0.0837
0.07675
0.1178
0.06088
0.1091
0.03118
0.0830
0.03705
0.1465
0.05949
0.0799
0.05812
0.2331
0.13415
0.1514
0.13114
0.1061
0.06096
0.2865
0.22193
0.1229
0.04683
0.1267
0.06723
0.1189
0.04482
0.13479
0.1969
0.0882
0.03779
0.1184
0.09897
0.0982
0.04576
0.0837
0.04613
0.2909
0.20236
0.1205
0.06948
0.1250
0.06844
0.1218
0.05245
0.1102
0.05012
0.1448
0.04393
0.0937
0.03169
0.0674
0.03217
0.1217
0.05419
0.0909
0.04202
0.0731
0.03252
0.0985
0.07665
0.2338
0.21167
0.1489
0.1003

0.08881
0.0776

Source:Authors'calculationswithdatafromInternational
MonetaryFund,Itnternational FinancialStatistics.The
data were obtainedfromthe IMFdatabankof Data Resources,Inc. All dataare annual.Dependingon the country,
outputis real GNP or real GDP, whicheveris available.Growthrates are computedas differencesin logarithms
with the log of real outputas y and the log of nominaloutputas x: the log of the price level is p = x - y. For
informationon the selectionof countriesin the sample,see the text description.
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Table 4. Estimates of the Output-Inflation Trade-off, Various Countries,
Selected Periods, 1948-86a
Fiull samtiple

Data thlrt-ough
1972

Data qfter 1972

Counitity

Samtple
period

Tralde-off
Tratde-ojf
paraparaStanidar-d mneter, Staidar-d
meter,
' rot
etrror
X
Xr

Argentina
Auistralia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia

1963-81
1949-85
1950-86
1950-85
1958-83

-0.0047
0.1383
- 0.0196
0.4967
-0.0525

0.0335
0.0862
0.1069
0.1035
0.0424

-0.1179
0.3029
- 0.0830
0.3897
0.1418

0.1140
0.0858
0.1219
0.1036
0.1567

0.0021
0.3196
0.6823
0.2081
-0.0621

0.0322
0.1937
0.2058
0.2950
0.0276

Brazil
Canada
Colombia
Costa Rica
Denmark

1963-84
1948-85
1950-85
1960-86
1950-85

-0.0951
0.4731
0.0550
--0.2302
0.8486

0.1037
0.0899
0.0879
0.0911
0.1385

-0.1999
0.5052
-0.0233
0.4041
0.6762

0.2111
0.1151
0.0919
0.1937
0.1491

0.0770
0.4619
0.2089
-0.2912
1.0091

0.1478
0.2333
0.2151
0.0722
0.5805

Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Finland
France

1950-86
1950-85
1951-86
1950-85
1950-85

0.3993
0.1976
0.3432
0.2417
-0.0648

0.0750
0.1148
0.0822
0.0823
0.0899

0.5689
0.4903
0.4368
0.2242
0.1046

0.0591
0.2042
0.1162
0.1000
0.0765

-0.1173
- 0.2062
0.3230
0.5835
0.3858

0.0733
0.1226
0.1127
0.1139
0.3129

Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Iceland
Iran

1950-86
1948-86
1950-83
1948-85
1959-85

0.6137
0.2577
0.3966
0.0154
0.3785

0.1005
0.0974
0.0772
0.1173
0.1097

0.6182
0.4528
0.3705
0.3892
0.1081

0.1369
0.0644
0.1036
0.1978
0.0834

1.0761
0.4583
0.5021
-0.2487
0.5018

0.1333
0.2869
0.1377
0.2236
0.2084

Ireland
Isi-ael
Italy
Jamaica
Japan

1948-85
1953-82
1950-85
1960-85
1952-85

0.2731
0.0015
0.2035
0.1399
0.5065

0.0710
0.0847
0.1007
0.1591
0.1524

0.3767
0.4082
0.5279
-0.0977
0.4812

0.1074
0.0928
0.1363
0.3055
0.1363

0.1306
0.0901
0.5470
0.2389
0.4119

0.1733
0.0372
0.1276
0.1169
0.2441

Mexico
Netherlands
Nicaragua
Norway
Panama

1948-85
1950-85
1960-83
1950-86
1950-86

-0.1095
0.4546
0.5834
-0.0448
0.5969

0.0530
0.1244
0.1551
0.0625
0.0858

0.3139
0.3245
0.8431
-0.0875
0.5775

0.0491
0.1802
0.1833
0.0719
0.0900

-0.4304
0.5214
0.6332
0.0402
0.6592

0.0997
0.3035
0.4505
0.1748
0.0811

Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Singapore
South Africa

1960-84
1948-86
1953-82
1960-84
1948-86

-0.0713
0.0424
0.1769
0.6022
0.2017

0.1171
0.0762
0.1692
0.1369
0.0763

0.1116
0.2202
0.3533
1.0316
0.2615

0.1696
0.1069
0.2599
0.3661
0.0914

0.0419
-0.2266
0.3291
0.3166
0.3203

0.2337
0.0721
0.2994
0.0477
0.1317

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tunisia
United Kingdom

1954-84
1950-86
1948-86
1960-83
1948-86

0.3507
0.0067
0.8264
0.5251
-0.0199

0.1255
0.0971
0.1137
0.1703
0.0958

0.5020
0.1648
0.7475
0.7856
0.0793

0.0945
0.1015
0.1254
0.2896
0.1293

0.3289
0.4184
0.7940
0.1342
-0.0766

0.0699
0.1732
0.1693
0.1536
0.2197

United States
Venezuela
Zaire

1948-86
1950-85
1950-84

0.6714
0.1146
0.0160

0.0771
0.0623
0.0414

0.7229
0.3252
-0.0188

0.0598
0.1239
0.0419

0.8486
-0.0240
-0.0502

0.1915
0.0784
0.0984

0.2419
0.2719

0.0985
0.0326

0.3422
0.2796

0.1348
0.0695

0.2761
0.3463

0.1739
0.1089

Across-country values
Mean
Standard deviation

Tr-ade-off
paramneter, Statndar-d
Xr
error

Source: Authors' estimates using equation 14. The data uised in the estimation are from IMF, ltiternatiotnal
FiniatncialStatistics.
a. The dependent variable is the log of real output. y,. The output-inflation trade-off parameter, T, is the coefficient
of the chanige in nominal demand, expressed as differences in logarithms.
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the termin laggedrealoutput.We discuss this specificationof the outputinflationtrade-offfurtherin the second partof this section.
The coefficientof the change in nominaldemand,7, is the parameter
of central interest. It tells us how much of a shock to nominal GNP
shows up in output in the first year. If T = 1, then all of the change in
nominalGNP shows up in real GNP; if T = 0, then all the change in
nominalGNP shows up in prices.
Table4 presentsthe estimatedvalue of 7 for the 43 countries,together
withthe estimatedstandarderrors.Foreach country,the entireavailable
time series is used in the estimation.Table4 also presentsthe estimated
value of Tfor two subsamples.We use 1972-73as the cutoff between the
two subsamples. The early 1970sare often considered a time of major
structuralchange; certainly many empiricalmacroeconomicrelationships broke down. We therefore wanted to see whether the trade-off
parameterTchangedand, if so, whetherthe changescouldbe explained.
Table 4 shows substantialvariationin the output-inflationtrade-off
across countries. The mean value of Tfor our 43 countriesis 0.242 and
the standarddeviationis 0.272. The trade-offparameterfor the United
States is 0.671, which is 1.6 standarddeviationsabove the mean. Hence,
relativeto the typical countryin our sample, the United States exhibits
largeeffects of aggregatedemandon output.
Table 4 shows that the trade-offparametersometimes changes substantiallyfrom the periodthrough1972to the periodafter 1972.For the
United States, there is little change in the estimate. But in 63 percent of
the countries, one can reject the hypothesis of no change in 7 at the 5
percent level. Across countries, the correlationbetween 7 estimated
with the earlierdata and the 7 estimated with the later data is 0.36. It
appearsthattherecan be substantialchangein the output-inflationtradeoff over time.
The Determinants of the Trade-off: Cr-oss-Section Results. We now
wish to see whether the cross-countryvariationin the estimatedtradeoff 7 can be explained. Ourtheoreticalmodel suggests that 7 should be
low in countrieswhere the variabilityof aggregatedemandis high and
in countries where the average level of inflationis high. Our primary
attentionis on these two hypotheses.
Figures 1 and 2 present scatterplots of the trade-off parameterT
againstthe meanlevel of inflation7r,the log of the meanlevel of inflation,
and the standarddeviationof the change in aggregatedemand0rx.Both
picturesdisplaythe negativerelationpredictedby theory.

Figure 1. The Output-Inflation Trade-off and Mean Inflation
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Figure 2. The Output-Inflation Trade-off and the Variability of Demand
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trade-offparameter,T, is from table 4. Standarddeviationof nominalGNP growthis
Source: Output-inflation
fromtable3.

Figure1also suggeststhatthe relationbetweenthe trade-offparameter
and meaninflationis nonlinear.This result should not be surprising.As
the rateof inflationgrowslarger,the trade-offparametershoulddecline.
But we do not expect T to decline below zero. The relationbetween ir
and T should be convex. An increase in inflationfrom 5 percent to 10
percentshouldhave a largereffect on 7 thanan increasefrom 10percent
to 15 percent. When we turn to formal estimation, therefore, a linear
specificationis likely to be inadequate.
Because our sample includes a few countries with extremely high
inflation rates, it is difficult to gauge the relationship between the
estimatedtrade-offand mean inflationamong low- and moderate-inflation countries from the top portion of figure 1. The bottom portion
thereforepresents a scatterplotof 7 against the log of mean inflation.
That portion shows that the inverse relationbetween 7 and ir holds at
both low and high inflationrates.
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Figure 3. Mean Inflation and the Variability of Demand
Mean inflation
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Figure3, a scatterplotof mean inflationand the standarddeviationof
nominalGNP growth, shows a strongpositive relation.This figurethus
reestablishes the well-known fact that countries with high levels of
inflation tend to have unstable aggregate demand. The correlation
between these two variablesis 0.92. We will see below, however, that
multiple regression is able to identify separate effects of these two
variableson the output-inflationtrade-off.
Table 5 presents cross-sectional regressionsof the estimated values
of the trade-offparameterTon the mean of inflation rrand the standard
deviation of aggregatedemandgrowth ax. To account for the nonlinearity, the squares of these variables are also included in some regressions.42The last column is the most general specification;it includes
both variables and allows both to enter nonlinearly.As expected, the
second-ordertermin mean inflationis statisticallysignificant.43
42. Includingan interactiontermdoes not affectthe results.
43. Ourmeasuresof the short-runoutput-inflationtrade-offsfor the countriesin our
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Table 5. Determinants of the Output-Inflation Trade-off, Full Sample Perioda
Equation

Indepetidestit

v,ariable

Constant
Mean inflation

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

0.384

0.388

0.389

0.600

0.516

0.589

(0.053)
- 1.347

(0.057)

(0.057)

(0.079)
- 4.835

(0.089)
. . .

(0.086)
- 5.729

. . .

(0.368)

- 1.119
(0.919)

(1.074)

(1.973)

Squareof mean
inflation

. .

..

. ..

7.118

. . .

(2.088)

8.406

(3.849)

Standarddeviation
of nominal
GNP growth

. .

1.639

- 0.322

(0.482)

(1.183)

. . .

. ..

. . .

-4.242

(1.512)

1.241

(2.467)

Squareof standard
deviationof
nominal GNP growth

. . .

. . .

7.455

- 2.380

(4.118)

(7.062)

statistic
Summlsatay
R'

0.228

0.201

0.210

0.388

0.243

0.359

Standarderror

0.241

0.245

0.244

0.215

0.239

0.219

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The dependent variable is the output-inflation trade-off parameter,
parentheses are standard errors.

T

(estimated in table 4). Numbers in

The estimates in table 5 suggest that mean inflationis a statistically
significantdeterminantof the inflation-outputtrade-off,butthatdemand
variabilityis not. The hypothesis that inflationand inflationsquareddo
not enterregression5.6 is rejectedat the 5 percentlevel. The hypothesis
that the standarddeviation of aggregatedemandand its squaredo not
enter is not rejectedeven at the 20 percentlevel. An examinationof the
substantive implicationsof regression 5.6 also shows that only mean
inflationis important.For example, an increasein meaninflationfrom5
percentto 10percent, as mightbe plausiblefor the UnitedStates, would
reduce the trade-off by 0.22. An increase in ax from 5 percent to 10
percent increases the trade-off by 0.04. Hence, only the effects of
inflationon the trade-offare substantivelyimportant.
sample are estimates. Because X is the dependent variable in our cross-section regressions,
this measurement error does not cause bias. But because the measurement errors are of
different sizes, they cause heteroskedasticity in the cross-section regression. Using the
estimated variances of the errors (from the standard errors of the estimated trade-offs),
we can correct for the heteroskedasticity and therefore obtain more efficient estimates.
Our estimates imply, however, that less than a quarter of the average variance of the
residuals in the cross-section regression is due to the errors in estimating the l's. As a
result, accounting for the heteroskedasticity has virtually no effect on the results.
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Table 6. Determinants of the Output-Inflation Trade-off, through 1972a
Equation

Indepenident

variable

6.1

6.2

0.501
(0.053)
-3.051
(0.730)

0.518
(0.075)
. . .

0.519
(0.069)
- 2.783
(0.979)

0.595
(0.085)
-6.081
(2.287)

0.539
(0.165)
. . .

0.575
(0.175)
- 5.803
(2.417)

Square of mean
inflation

...

...

...

12.145
(8.696)

...

11.939
(8.946)

Standard deviation
of nominal
GNP growth

. ..

- 3.589
(1.281)

-0.654
(1.570)

. . .

-4.295
(4.958)

0.583
(4.959)

Square of standard
deviation of
nominal GNP growth

...

...

...

...

3.845
(26.066)

-6.605
(24.440)

0.281
0.239

0.140
0.262

0.267
0.242

0.298
0.237

0.119
0.266

0.266
0.242

Constant
Mean inflation

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

Ssnrnary statistic
R2

Standard error

Source: Authors' calculations.
a. The equations are specified exactly as in table 5, but are estimated with data only through 1972. Numbers in
parentheses are standard errors.

Note that the estimatedeffect of aggregatedemandvariabilityon the
trade-offis positive, not negative as predictedby theory. This result is
not obtained when mean inflation and its square are left out of the
regression. Yet when all the variables are included, the variability
coefficients,althoughsmallandstatisticallyinsignificant,have the wrong
sign. This result is puzzling, and we have no definite explanation(but
see the discussion below).
Tables 6 and 7 present the same regressions for the data ending in
1972and the databeginningin 1973.In both subsampleswe find similar
results.In high-inflationcountries,aggregatedemandhasa smallereffect
on output.
To make clear the implications of our regression results, table 8
presentsthe predictedvalues of T for variousinflationrates. We present
results for each of our samples, in each case using the most general
specification(regressions5.6, 6.6, and7.6) andassumingax = 3 percent.
The results show that the effects of averageinflationare large. At a zero
rate of inflation,fluctuationsin aggregatedemand are in the first year
reflectedtwo-thirdsin outputandone-thirdin prices. At a 5 percentrate
of inflation,the first-yearimpacton outputis between one-thirdandone-
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Table 7. Determinants of the Output-Inflation Trade-off, after 1972a
Independeit
v,ariable
Constant
Mean inflation
Square of mean
inflation
Standard deviation
of nominal
GNP growth
Square of standard
deviation of
nominal GNP growth

7.1

7.2

Equation
7.3
7.4

7.5

7.6

0.458
(0.071)
-1.025
(0.296)

0.431
(0.069)
. . .

0.459
(0.072)
-0.888
(0.629)

0.683
(0.099)
- 3.307
(0.809)

0.629
(0.103)
. . .

0.731
(0.107)
-2.571
(1.162)

...

...

...

3.144
(1.051)

...

2.043
(1.390)

1.852
(0.599)

-0.308
(1.244)

-6.564
(1.952)

- 2.808
(2.550)

...

...

...

...

14.375
(5.700)

8.827
(7.192)

0.207
0.312

0.169
0.319

0.189
0.316

0.336
0.286

0.265
0.300

0.328
0.287

. .

. . .

statistic
Summnaty
R2

Standard error

Source:Authors'calculations.
a. The equationsare specifiedexactlyas in table5, butareestimatedusingdataafter1972.Numbersin parentheses
are standarderrors.

half. At a 20 percentrate of inflation,the estimatedfirst-yearimpacton
outputis smalland sometimesnegative.
The Determinants of the Trade-off: Time Series Cross-Section

Results. Table9 presents cross-countryregressionsof the changein the
trade-offfrom the first to the second subsample on the change in the
mean level of inflationand the change in variability.These regressions
test Keynesian and new classical theories by examiningthe differences
across countries, not in the level of the output-inflationtrade-off,but in
the change in the trade-off over time. These regressions have the
advantageof correctingfor any fixed countryeffects. For example, the
extent of wage and price rigidityand thus the output-inflationtrade-off
may depend on various country-specificinstitutions, such as the laws
governinglabornegotiations.If such institutionsdo not changesubstantiallyfromourfirstto our second subsample,then they will not introduce
a bias in these regressions, even if they do introduce a bias in the
regressionsin levels.44
44. For these fixed countryeffects to bias the regressionsin levels, the fixed effects
mustfor some reasonbe correlatedwith the averagelevel of inflation.
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Table 8. Predicted Output-Inflation Trade-off at Various Inflation Ratesa

Mean
inflation
(per-cent)
0
5
10
15
20

Regr-ession
5.6
0.62
0.36
0.14
- 0.05
-0.19

6.6

7.6

0.59
0.33
0.13
- 0.02
-0.10

0.65
0.53
0.42
0.32
0.22

Source: Authors' calculations based on regression equations 5.6, 6.6, and 7.6 from tables 5, 6, and 7.
a. These figures assuLmethe standard deviation of nominial GNP growth, u,r, is 3 percent.

The results in table 9 are qualitativelythe same as those for the level
regressionsabove, but the estimatedeffects are somewhatsmaller.For
example, regression 5.6 implies that an increase in inflation from 5
percent to 10percentreduces the trade-offby 0.22. In contrast, regression 9.6 implies that such an increase in inflationreduces the trade-off
by only 0.12. This findingmay be due to the possibility of bias in the
regressionin levels discussed above.
There are two other reasons why the regressionfor the changein the
trade-offmightproducesmallereffects of mean inflation,one statistical
andone economic. The statisticalreasonis thatthe changein the sample
mean inflationmightbe a very noisy estimatorof the changein the true
mean inflation.Such samplingerrorwould tend to bias downwardthe
coefficients. This downward bias is probably smaller in the levels
regression, because the "signal-to-noise"ratio is greater.The noise is
less because the samplingerrorfor the level of inflationis less thanit is
for the change in inflation;the signalis greaterbecause the variationin
the level of mean inflationacross countries is plausiblylargerthan the
variation in the change in mean inflation across countries. Hence,
measurementerrorin meaninflationdue to samplingerroris probablya
more importantproblemfor the regressionsin table 9 than for those in
tables 5, 6, and 7.
The economic reason is that the frequency with which prices are
adjustedmight not change immediatelywith changes in the mean level
of inflation.For example, a company that issues a catalog once a year
mightnot switch to issuing a catalog twice a year unless it were certain
that the change in mean inflationwere permanent.Hence, changes in
mean inflationobserved between our two subsamplesmighthave been
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Table 9. Explaining the Change in the Output-Inflation Trade-offa
Independent
v,ariable
Constant
Change in
mean inflation

9.1

9.2

0.009
(0.078)

-0.037
(0.062)

- 0.595
(0.442)

Equation
9.3
9.4

9.5

9.6

0.009
(0.085)

0.172
(0.091)

-0.012
(0.059)

0.154
(0.104)

-0.603
(0.773)

-3.174
(0.968)

. . .

-2.619
(1.458)

...

...

3.094
(1.054)

-0.852
(0.787)

0.016
(1.366)

...

. . .

Change in the
square of mean
inflation

...

Change in the
standard deviation
of nominal
GNP growth

. . .

Change in the square
of standard deviation
of nominal GNP growth

...

...

0.019
0.359

0.004
0.362

...

1.895
(1.608)

- 5.820
(2.095)

- 2.384
(3.046)

...

14.392
(5.678)

9.094
(8.589)

0.173
0.329

0.121
0.340

0.158
0.333

. . .

Summary statistic
R2

Standard error

-0.005
0.364

Source:Authors'calculations.
a. The dependentvariable is rTlte - Tearl where rTlte is the estimate of r using data after 1972 and Teayl)
estimateof X usingdatathrough1972.Numbersin parenthesesare standarderrors.

is the

perceived as partlytransitoryand may have evoked smallerchanges in
price-settingbehavior.
ECONOMETRIC

ISSUES

AND

ROBUSTNESS

Havingestimatedthe output-inflationtrade-offsfordifferentcountries
usingstandardspecifications,we next discuss econometricissues raised
by those specificationsand examine a series of variationson our basic
test. Ourcentralfinding,that the effect of nominaldemandmovements
on realoutputfalls as averageinflationrises, is robust.
Supply Shocks. In both the theoretical model of equations 5-13 and

the precedingempiricalwork, we assume that all aggregateshocks are
demand shocks. In actual economies, of course, output movements
result from supply as well as demandshocks. The residualof equation
14reflectsthese supplyshocks. We now investigatethe effects of supply
shocks on our results.
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The presence of supply shocks can in principlecause several distinct
problems.As we explainbelow, ourestimatesof the trade-offparameter
7 are biased if changes in nominal GNP are correlated with supply
shocks, as can occur either if aggregatedemandis not unit elastic or if
supply and demand shocks are correlated. Most important, supply
shocks can bias our estimates of the key relationshipbetween T and
average inflation.This is the case if average inflationis correlatedwith
bias in the estimated T's.

Before considering these separate problems, we performa simple
check of their overall importance by examining whether the results
change when we restrictour attentionto the periodthrough1972,when
supply shocks are generally thought to have been less significant.
Comparisonof tables 5 and 6 shows that endingthe samplein 1972has
essentially no effect on the results. Focusing on the period after 1972,
on the other hand, leads to weaker results, suggesting that if supply
shocks have any effect on our results, it is to obscure the phenomenon
for which we are testing.
We now turn to the specific problems caused by supply shocks,
beginningwith bias in the estimatesof T. This parametergives the output
effects of demand shocks, as measuredby Ax. Supply shocks can be
viewed as variablesleft out of the output equation, and so they cause
bias if they are correlatedwith Ax. Supply shocks directly affect Ax as
long as the aggregatedemand curve is not unit elastic; only with unit
elastic demanddo the movements in p and y caused by supply shocks
have exactly offsettingeffects on X.45 In addition,even if demandis unit
elastic, so ASxreflects only demandshocks, movements in demandand
supply may be correlated. This is the case, for example, if monetary
policy accommodatessupply shocks.46
The importanceof these problemsis questionable.Availableevidence
suggests that an elasticity of aggregate demand of roughly one is
realistic.47And the endogeneity of monetary policy can reduce bias:
Tradeoffs:
45. See MarcelleArak,"Some InternationalEvidenceon Output-Inflation
Comment,"AmericanEconomicReiew, vol. 67 (September1977),pp. 728-30.
46. This discussion suggests that instrumentalvariablesestimationis unlikelyto be
useful here. Appropriateinstrumentsare variablesthat affect nominalGNP growthand
are uncorrelatedwith supply shocks. If monetaryand fiscal policies respond to supply
shocks, measuresof the stance of these policies are not valid instruments.Both for this
reasonandbecauseof datalimitations,we do not pursueuse of instrumentalvariables.
47. For example, the values that Mankiw and Summers suggest for the relevant
parametersof the IS andLM curves implyan elasticityof the aggregatedemandcurve of
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policymakersmay respondto supplyshocks in a way thateliminatesthe
effects on nominal GNP. In any case, we empiricallyinvestigate the
importance of biases in TXin two ways. First, note that if aggregate
demand has elasticity of a #/ 1, a supply shock affects x = p + y but leaves
ap + y unchanged. The same is true if policyrnakers target ap + y rather
than p + y. If supply shocks leave ap + y unaffected, the effect of
aggregate demand movements can be estimated by regressing Yt on
z\(apt + yt) rather than Ax'.48 The estimated coefficients can then be

regressedon averageinflationand the standarddeviationof changes in
ap + y. Thus a check for bias caused by supply shocks is to posit a range

of values of a and examine whetherthe results are robustto the choice
of a. We consider four values for a ranging from 0.5 to 2. For a

=

0.5

the second-stageregression(withquadraticterms included)yields:
= 0.812 - 6.397fr + 10.935fr2 + 8.630cro.5p?y- 58.140crO.5p+y,
Ta=0.5
(30.706)
(4.704)
(0.110) (1.628) (3.671)
2

= 0.421;standarderror = 0.231,

whereTa O=S denotes the coefficienton z\(apt + y,) with a = 0.5 fromthe
first-stageregression(standarderrorsare in parentheses).For a = 2,
- 2.632fir+ 3.569*2 + 0.1672fp+y+ 0.116cr2p+y,
Ta=2 =0.211
(0.038) (0.995)

(1.851)

(0.585)

(0.792)

Ri = 0.333;standarderror = 0.100.

The results are similarto those for our baseline case: the coefficientson
the average inflationvariablesare of the predicted sign, quantitatively
large, and statistically significant;the coefficients on the variability
measuresare small, wrong-signed,and insignificant.(Because the units
of gap +y and Ta depend on a, the magnitudesof the coefficients from
different regressions are not directly comparable.) The results for
a = 0.67 and a = 1.5 are also similar.
A second approachto reducingbias in the estimates of T is to include
measuresof supplyshocks in ourequationfor the output-inflationtradeoff-that is, to add the left-out variable.We focus on oil price changes,
which are the most easily identifiableand perhaps the largest supply
shocks during our sample period. We do this by including a dummy
slightlyless thanone. N. GregoryMankiwandLawrenceH. Summers,"MoneyDemand
and the Effects of Fiscal Policies," Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, vol. 18
(November1986),pp. 415-29.
48. As in ourmainregressions,we also includea constant,a trend,andy, 1.
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variablein our estimationof the output-inflationtrade-off(equation14)
that is equal to + 1 in the years of majoroil price increases (1974, 1979,
and 1980)and - I in the one year of a majorprice decrease (1986).(The
naturalalternativeof enteringa separatedummyfor each of these years
is equivalent to simply discardingthese years from the sample, and
would thus be similarto the previous strategyof stoppingthe samplein
1972.)Includingthe dummyhas littleeffect on the results:the correlation
of the T's estimated with and without the dummies is 0.98, and the
regressionsof the estimatedT's on averageinflationand the variability
of demandgrowth are little changed;in fact, the magnitudeand significance of the effect of averageinflationare slightlylarger.
So farwe have addressedthe problemof supplyshocks by attempting
to reduce the possible bias in the estimates of T. We now turn to the
implicationsof any remainingbias for ourestimatesof the cross-country
relationbetween Tand average inflation.Bias in these estimates arises
from biases in v only if the latter are correlatedwith average inflation.
This correlationcould occur if the variance of supply shocks or the
degree to which they are accommodated,which affects the bias in T',is
correlated with average inflation.49But there is no strong reason to
expect this. For example, suppose that one country expands aggregate
demand in response to unfavorable supply shocks and contracts in
responseto favorableshocks (so thatshocks fall mainlyon prices), while
another country does the reverse. The estimates of T are biased in
differentdirectionsfor the two countries, but the bias is not correlated
with average inflationbecause neithercountry is pursuinga systematically moreexpansionarypolicy. Onthe otherhand,if one countryalways
pursues more expansionary policies, stimulatingdemand after both
favorable and unfavorable shocks, then the countries have different
averageinflation,but v is not biasedbecause nominalgrowthand supply
shocks are uncorrelated.
Although we do not think it likely that bias in T caused by supply
shocks is correlatedwith averageinflation,we check for such a problem.
The effects of supply shocks on the cross-country regression can be
reduced by controllingfor differences in the size of these shocks. We
49. Indeed,a correlationbetweenthe varianceof supplyshocks andaverageinflation
causes bias even if i is unbiased:the size of supply shocks is a left-out variablein the
equationforT becausea largevar-ianceof supply(likea largevarianceof demand)reduces
the frequencyof priceadjustment.
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experimentwith two types of measuresof the size of supplyshocks. The
first are country characteristics. Specifically, we use the degree of
industrialization,measured by manufacturingoutput as a fraction of
total outputin 1965,and the degree of openness, measuredby the ratio
of importsto outputin 1965.50Both variablesprobablyaffect a country's
susceptibility to supply shocks. (Both could also affect the outputinflation trade-off in ways unrelated to supply shocks.) When these
variablesare includedin regression5.6, however, their coefficients are
small and highly insignificant;more important,the coefficients on the
remainingvariablesare virtuallyunchanged.
The secondtype of variablethatwe addto the cross-sectionregression
is a crudemeasureof the magnitudeof supplyshocks. Since the residual
of equation14reflectssupplyshocks, we use the varianceof the residual,
E-2,as a measure of the variance of supply shocks. We measure the
varianceof demandshocks by the varianceof nominalGNP growth, o,;
thus E/zr9 is a crude proxy for the relative magnitudesof supply and
demandshocks. Addingthis ratioto our cross-section regressionyields
T=

0.163 - 5.421s-r+ 7.833-fr2 + 3.451c, - 5.317-2 + 1.339(oFE c),

(0.143) (1.731)

(3.377)

(2.251)

(6.245)

(0.379)

R2 = 0.508;standarderror = 0.192.

The coefficient on Er/r is positive and significant.This could occur if
supplyshocks fall mainlyon outputratherthan prices, therebycausing
a positive bias in T,with the size of the bias increasingin the relativesize
of supplyshocks. In any case, the coefficientson the variablesof central
interest, fr and X2, are essentially unchanged. The effect of demand
variabilityremainswrong-signedand insignificantbut is now somewhat
largerthanbefore.
In sum, a wide variety of tests fails to provide any evidence that
supplyshocks have an importanteffect on our results.
Specification of the Cross-Countiy Regression. Another issue con-

cerningour specification,which is related to the possibility of supply
shocks discussed above, is how to measureaggregatevariability.Since
the only aggregateshocks in our theoreticalmodel are demandshocks,
the model implies that the variance of nominal GNP growth is the
50. Weareunableto obtaindataon manufacturing
outputfor SwitzerlandandIceland;
we thereforeexcludethese countriesfromthe regression.
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appropriatemeasure.Butif the modelwereextendedto includeaggregate
supply shocks, the varianceof inflationmightbe a better measure. The
frequencyof price changes, andhence T, woulddependon the variances
of both shocks. And while o2 mightcaptureonly the varianceof demand
shocks (for example, if demand is unit elastic), ur would reflect both
variances.

Replacing rxwith ur,in our cross-countryregressionleads to
T

= 0.616 - 3.221fr + 4.072*2 - 2.235o7r + 5.513c7r,

(0.085) (2.254)
R2=

(4.098)

(2.572)

(6.708)

0.367; standarderror = 0.218.

Inflationand inflationsquaredare now not statisticallysignificant.The
point estimates, however, continueto suggest that averageinflationhas
a large effect on the output-inflationtrade-off;for example, an increase
in fr from 5 percent to 10 percent reduces T by 0.13. In addition, the
estimated effects of variability,althoughhighly imprecise, are now in
the directionpredictedby our model and are quantitativelyreasonable;
they imply that an increasein ur,from 5 percent to 10 percentreduces 7
by 0.07. It may be that the puzzling results in our basic specification
concerningthe effects of variabilityresult from an inappropriatevariabilitymeasure.
It might appear that a natural extension of this consideration of
alternativevariabilitymeasuresis to includeboth r. andur,in the crosscountry regression. But this specificationis unlikely to provide useful
information:it is likely to producesmallcoefficientson averageinflation
regardless of whether average inflation truly affects 7. To see why,
suppose that the correctmodel is
(15)

y

where E is a supply shock that is uncorrelatedwith Ax. Then, since
IT = AX - Ay, o
(1-7 )2
and so
?+
-

(16)

(I -

T)2 =

o2
7 -e

y2

Expression 16 is an identity and thus holds regardless of how 7 is
determined.Regressing7 on rxand ur,wouldfail to producea perfect fit
only because of cross-countryvariationin re andbecause the functional
formof equation16is not linear.Addingaverageinflationto an equation
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that is almost an identitydoes not yield a valid test of the importanceof
this variable. For a given variance of supply shocks, the variance of
inflationis determinedcompletely by the variance of demand shocks
(r,2) and the proportion of each shock that is reflected in inflation
(1 - T). Thus regressingany one OfT, o2, and U2 on the othertwo should
provide an excellent fit and leave little room for other explanatory
variables. Again, this is true regardless of whether our theory of the
determinantsof T is correct.
We conclude that if there were a theory that suggested that Twas a
function of both ux and .r., the type of test that we employ would be
unableto discriminatebetween such a model and our model. We know
of no such theory, however.5"
Specification of the Output-Inflation Trade-off. In the first part of

this section, following Lucas and others, we estimated the short-run
output-inflationtrade-off by regressing real output on the change in
nominalGNP and other variables. Our model, however, predicts that
realoutputin the currentperiodwill dependon the innovationin nominal
GNP in the currentperiodand on laggedinnovations(see equation 12).
Thus the theory suggests a specificationof form
(17)

yt = T(x -

Et 1 xt) + Eloi (xt_-i

t(i+ 1)x,_,) + p3'Zt,

whereE, denotes an expectationat time t, x is nominaldemand,andZ is
a vector of other variablesthat affect output.
The equation that we use to estimate T, equation 14, differs from
equation 17 by omittingpast innovationsand by employingthe change
in nominalGNP ratherthanthe currentinnovation.Because x, Et - Ixt
reflects informationlearned in period t and is thus uncorrelatedwith
51. Our discussantsconsider the simple model that inflationand output growthare
governedby independentprocesses and are thereforeuncorrelated.This model is quite
implausible.Simplerealbusinesscycle theories,for example,suggestthatrealoutputand
nominaldemandaredeterminedindependently,whichimpliesthatrealgrowthandinflation
are negativelycorrelated.More important,the discussants' model does not suggest a
specificationin whichu, anduXareenteredseparately.Insteadit pi-edictsthattheestimated
T shouldequal 1 - 2/CU,. WhenTis regressedon this ratio,averageinflation,and average
inflationsquared,thecoefficientson theaverageinflationvariableshavethe signspredicted
by our theoryand are significantat the 1 percentlevel. Whenthe discussants,appealing
to their simplemodel, regressT on rr,u,, and u, and their squares(which, as we explain
above, is not the specificationimpliedby the model), they find, as we expect, a positive
effect of ax, a negativeeffect of u,, anda smalleffect of 7r.
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all variablesknown at time t - 1, the omission of past innovationsdoes
not bias the estimateof T. The use of Axtin place of the currentinnovation
also poses no difficulties.A naturalway to estimate equation 17 would
be to employ a two-stage procedure, first regressing x, on a set of
variablesknown at time t - 1 and then using the fitted values from this
regressionas an estimateofEt-1 x in equation17.52Estimatingequation
14, however, is numericallyidenticalto firstregressingAx,on the other
right-hand-sidevariablesandthenusingthe residualsfromthisregression
ratherthan Ax, in equation 14. Thus equation 14 can be thoughtof as a
simpleone-step way of implementingthe two-stage procedure,with the
right-hand-sidevariablesfor the firstregressionthe same as the control
variablesin the second stage.
While our regressionis in principleequivalentto a two-stage procedure, one could arguethat our specificationin equation 14 includes too
few control variables to capture expected movements in demand.
Specifically, in countries where expected inflationvaries considerably
over time, a large part of the variationin Ax will be predictable(on the
basis of laggedAx, for example), but cannot be predictedusing only the
other right-hand-sidevariablesof equation 14. We have also estimated
more elaborateversions of equation 14 in which outputdepends on two
lags of output, currentand two lagged values of nominal GNP, and a
time trend.This specificationappearsto be richenoughfor the residuals
from regressingnominalGNP on the other right-hand-sidevariablesto
largelyrepresentinnovations;for example, the residualsdo not exhibit
serialcorrelation.For approximatelyhalfof the countries,one can reject
the restrictions imposed by equation 14 in favor of the more general
equation.Yet the estimate of the coefficienton nominalGNP, which is
our maininterest, is not substantiallyaffected by these restrictions.For
the United States, for example, one can reject the restrictionsin favor
of the more generalequationat the 1 percentlevel; yet the estimateof T
changesonly from0.642to 0.656. Across the 43 countries,the correlation
between the Testimatedfrom equation 14 and the 7 estimatedfrom the
more general equation is 0.88. Moreover, using the 's from the more
elaborateequationfor the cross-sectionregressionhasonly minoreffects
on the results. We thus conclude that the simplerequationis sufficient
for our purposes.
52. See RobertJ. Barro, "UnanticipatedMoney, Output,and the Price Level in the
UnitedStates," Journal of Political Econmy, vol. 86 (August1978),pp. 549-80.
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The parsimony of our equation also has an important statistical
advantage. When we divide the time series in half and estimate the
inflation-outputtrade-offfor data both throughand after 1972, we are
sometimesleft with very shorttime series: less than a dozen years. The
simplerequation, even if rejected by the data for the overall sample,
maybe preferredbecauseit conserveson the scarcedegreesoffreedom.53
The Sample. To examine the effects of restricting the sample of
countries, we limit the samplein two ways. First, to check whetherour
resultsdependcruciallyon a few extremeobservations,we examinethe
effects of excludingcountrieswithextremeaverageinflationandextreme
variabilityof demandgrowth. Specifically,we dropfromthe samplethe
six countries with average inflation rates and standarddeviations of
nominalGNP growthgreaterthan20percent(Argentina,Bolivia, Brazil,
Israel, Peru, and Zaire). Second, because there may be systematic
differencesbetweenthe majorindustrializedcountriesandthe remaining
countriesin our samplethatinfluenceboth the output-inflationtrade-off
and average inflationor nominal demand variability,we consider the
effects of restricting the sample to OECD countries.54One of these
countries, Iceland, has both averageinflationand standarddeviationof
nominalGNP growth that are nearly double those of any of the other
OECDcountries;we thereforeconsiderthe resultsbothwithandwithout
Iceland. Of course, restrictionson the samplehave the disadvantageof
discardingsome of the variationin the right-hand-sidevariables,which
could make the relationshipsfor which we are testing more difficultto
detect.
53. If the theory were extended to allow demandto follow a process other than a
randomwalk, it appearsthat it would imply that informationabout future changes in
demandwouldalso affect currentoutput.Indeed,for most of the countriesin our sample,
changes in nominal GNP are positively serially correlated rather than white noise;
moreover,the degreeof serialcorrelationis positively correlatedwith averageinflation.
Thus a conceivablealternativeexplanationof our findingof an inverse link between the
estimatedT's and averageinflationis that nominalGNP changes are more persistentin
high-inflationcountriesand that they thereforelead to largershort-runprice responses
even thoughthe frequencyof priceadjustmentis constantacross countries.We findthis
explanationimplausible:a roughcalculationusing a discrete-timestaggeringmodel with
persistentdemandchanges suggests that the magnitudeof this effect is much too small,
andtestingthis explanationdirectlyby addingto the cross-sectionregressionan estimate
of the extent to whichthe currentchangein nominalGNP helps to predictfuturechanges
given informationpreviouslyavailableleaves the resultsessentiallyunchanged.
54. Thereare21 OECDcountriesin our sample:Australia,Austria,Belgium,Canada,
Denmark,Finland,France,Germany,Greece,Iceland,Ireland,Italy,Japan,Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal,Spain,Sweden, Switzerland,UnitedKingdom,and UnitedStates.
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Whenwe estimatethe cross-countryregressionwiththe six countries
with highinflationand highdemandvariabilityexcluded, we find:
T

= 1.042 - 10.563fr + 28.998-r2 - 5.933o> + 40.634ux2,

(0.253) (4.485)
R2

=

(21.968)

(7.032)

(45.214)

0.306;standarder-ror= 0.225.

The results are similarto those for the full sampleof countries:average
inflation has a large and statistically significanteffect on the outputinflationtrade-off(inflationand inflationsquaredarejointly significant
at the 1 percent level), while variabilityhas a small and insignificant
impacton the trade-off.
As before, we also regress the change in the trade-offbetween the
periodendingin 1972and the periodbeginningin 1973on the changesin
averageinflationand aggregatedemandvariability.This yields
- 0.514ATr2
- 12.163Aox + 80.887Aix2,
AT= 0.189 - 3.089AfTr
(0.126)

(2.554)
R2

=

(5.522)

(5.113)

(32.505)

0.324;standarderror = 0.315.

The changein averageinflationhas an importanteffect on the changein
the trade-off;the null hypothesisthat the coefficientson A-trand A-t2 are
zero is rejected at the 5 percent level. The estimated relationshipis
essentially linear. Changes in variabilityalso have an importanteffect
on the trade-off.As ix rises, increases in zrxfirstlower and then raise T.
Table 10 presents the results for OECD countries. We estimate the
cross-countryequation for our entire sample of years and for the two
subsamples. In all cases, the inflationcoefficients have the predicted
signs andare large.As expected, however, they are estimatedmuchless
precisely than for the larger sample of countries. Consequently, the
results are often not statistically significant.For the entire sample of
years, the inflationcoefficientsarejointly significantonly when Iceland
is excluded (column 4). This regression implies that an increase in
inflationfrom 4.5 percent to 7.9 percent, which is from one standard
deviation below the mean to one standarddeviation above the mean,
reduces the trade-offparameterTby 0.32.
Finally, we estimate the determinantsof the change in the trade-off
for OECD countries. The results are little affected by the inclusion of
quadraticterms or by whether Iceland is included in the sample. We
therefore focus on the linear specificationwith Iceland included. We
find:
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Table 10. Determinants of the Output-Inflation Trade-off for OECD Countriesa
Equationi

Iceland included
Independent
vatiable
Constant
Mean inflation
Square of mean
inflation
Standard deviation
of nominal
GNP growth
Square of standard
deviation of nominal
GNP growth

Icelanidexcluded

Trade-off
Trade-off
Trade-off, through Trade-off Trade-off, through Trade-off
full sample
1972
after 1972 full sample
1972
after 1972
1.073
(0.413)
-21.831
(17.608)

0.840
(0.673)
-19.665
(14.220)

1.124
(0.532)
- 6.450
(4.941)

4.369
(1.082)
- 68.672
(20.279)

1.470
(0.955)
- 47.146
(32.716)

2.215
(0.832)
-17.881
(8.361)

118.022
(126.624)

144.447
(101.199)

20.284
(21.167)

477.128
(150.937)

460.137
(353.076)

76.422
(39.482)

9.020
(30.008)

7.343
(28.282)

1.485
(40.461)

-77.961
(36.209)

4.061
(28.613)

-37.254
(45.024)

-140.708
(298.452)

-117.567
(320.871)

-258.212
(575.272)

804.893
(379.404)

-79.342
(324.757)

326.317
(651.012)

Summarvstatistic
R'
Standard error

0.147
0.264

- 0.036
0.243

0.453
0.246

0.457
0.210

0.008
0.244

0.395
0.235

Source: Authors' calculations. See text description.
a. The dependent variable is the output-inflation trade-off parameter, T, estimated in table 4. Numbers in parentheses
are standard errors.

AT= 0.192 - 2.580A/r - 7.428Aa,
(0.068) (0.792)
(2.779)
R

=

0.583;standarderror= 0. 189.

Both coefficients have the expected sign and are large and statistically
significant,and the fit is excellent.
Output Variability. If higheraverageinflationreducesthe realeffects
of nominaldisturbances,it also reduces the variabilityof output. In our
theoreticalmodel, equation 12 shows that the variance of y falls when
1 - w(.) falls. Thus anothertest of Keynesian theory is to examine the
link between average inflationand output variability.As before, new
classical theories, because they attributefluctuationsto unanticipated
nominal disturbancesand to real shocks, predict no role for average
inflation.
In estimating the relation between output variability and average
inflation,it is of course necessary to controlfor the varianceof nominal
GNP growth. Both Keynesian theories and Lucas's imperfectinforma-
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tion theory predict that an increase in the size of nominal shocks will
increase the varianceof output(in both Lucas's theory and our model,
the direct effect of increasedshocks is only partiallyoffset by a smaller
responsiveness of output to shocks). Because the variance of nominal
GNP growth is highly correlatedwith average inflation, omitting this
variablecould cause severe bias.
Table 11 reports the results.55Outputvariabilityis measuredby the
standarddeviation of real GNP growthuY.The first two columns show
that the variabilityof output growth is positively correlatedwith both
meaninflationanddemandvariability.Regression11.3shows the effects
of includingboth variableson the right-handside. The estimatedeffect
of fris negative and that of r, positive. As before, there are reasons to
expect nonlinearities:the negative impact of mean inflation should
diminishas mean inflationrises, and the positive impact of variability
should also fall as variabilityrises. The finalcolumn of table 11 reports
the results with quadraticterms included. All four variables have the
signs predictedby Keynesiantheory, and all of the t-statisticsexceed 3.
The impliedeffects arelarge:an increasein meaninflationfrom5 percent
to 10percentreducesthe standarddeviationof outputgrowth,oy, by 1.2
percentagepoints, while an increasein the standarddeviationof nominal
growth from 5 percent to 10 percent increases u1, by 2.1 percentage
points. This findingof a stronginverse link between mean inflationand
output variabilityconfirmsthe predictions of Keynesian theories and
contradictsthose of new classical theories.56
Reexamining Previous Evidence. Numerous studies have examined

Lucas's propositionthat the variabilityof aggregatedemandaffects the
output-inflationtrade-off.Here we reexamineseveral such studies and
show that the evidence providedby other authorslargely supportsour
claimthat averageinflationis an importantdeterminantof the trade-off.
55. Thelinksbetweenoutputvariability,averageinflation,anddemandvariabilityare
also examinedin LawrenceH. Summersand Sushil B. Wadhwani,"Some International
Evidenceon LabourCost FlexibilityandOutputVariability,"WorkingPaper981 (Centre
for LabourEconomics,June 1987).
56. The resultsfor the two subperiodsandfor the changebetweenthe two subperiods
pointin the samedirectionas the resultsfor the full samplebut are less clear-cut.Both for
the periodthrough1972andforthe changebetweenthe two subperiodsthe pointestimates
imply large negative effects of inflationon output variability.The estimates are highly
imprecise,however;the nullhypothesisof no effect cannotbe rejectedin eithercase. For
the post-1972periodthe pointestimatesimplythatthe effect of averageinflationon output
variabilityis not monotonic:it is negativeat low inflationratesbut becomes positive near
the samplemean.
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Table 11. Determinantsof OutputVariabilitya
Itndependent
vatiable
Constant
Mean inflation

11.1

11.2

0.0315
(0.0032)
0.0418
(0.0220)

0.0290
(0.0032)
. . .

Square of mean
inflation

...

Standard deviation
of nominal
GNP growth

. . .

Square of standard
deviation of
nominal GNP growth

...

Equation
11.3
11.4
0.0290
(0.003 1)
-0.0817
(0.0507)

. ...

.

0.0270
(0.0053)
0.1150
(0.0719)
-0.1494
(0.1398)

.

0.0777
(0.0270)

0.1740
(0.0653)

..

...

...

...

.

11.5

11.6

0.0174
(0.0047)
. . .

0.0202
(0.0044)
-0.3254
(0. 1009)

...

0.6294
(0. 1967)

0.3143
(0.0786)

0.6581
(0.1261)

-0.6779
(0.2140)

- 1.572
(0.361)

Suimmnaty
statistic
R2

Standarderror

0.058

0.148

0.180

0.062

0.302

0.429

0.0144

0.0137

0.0135

0.0144

0.0124

0.0112

Source: Authors' calculations. See text descnrption.
a. Dependent variable is output variability, measured by the standard deviation of real GNP growth, (ry. Numbers
in parentheses are standard errors.

Lucas originallyexamined18countrieswith datafrom 1952to 1967.57
Our cross-countryregression using the trade-offsestimated by Lucas
and his samplestatistics yields:
T = 0.929 - 6.0341T+ 19.641fr2- 8.397acr+ 32.369c2,,
(0.304) (5.698)

(24.967)

(9.435)

(43.212)

R2 = 0.446;standarderror= 0.185.

AlberroredidLucas's study with a sampleof 49 countries.58The crosscountryregressionestimatedwith Alberro'sfiguresis:
v= 0.752 - 6.620Tr + 14.763Tr2+ 0.158ux (0.089) (2.021)

(7.150)

(1.875)

5.230ux2,
(4.325)

R' = 0.418;standarderror = 0.242.

Both Lucas's and Alberro'sestimatesprovide strongsupportfor our
hypothesis that high rates of inflationreduce the real impactof nominal
demand.The estimatedeffects of averageinflationarelarge.An increase
in averageinflationfrom5 percentto 10percentimpliesa fall in Tof 0.15
57. Lucas, "Some InternationalEvidence."
58. JoseAlberro,"TheLucasHypothesisandthePhillipsCurve:FurtherInternational
Evidence," Journal of Monetaty Economics, vol. 7 (March 1981), pp. 239-50.
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when Lucas's figures are used and of 0.22 when Alberro's figures are
used. These resultsare quite similarto those we obtainedin table 8, even
though the periods of time and samples of countries are substantially
different.Hence, the results of Lucas and Alberroprovide supportfor
new Keynesianratherthannew classical theories of the business cycle.
We have also examined the evidence of Kormendiand Meguireon
the outputeffects of unanticipatedmoney.59A cross-countryregression
of their estimate of the impact of unanticipatedchanges in the money
supply, which they call X, on their estimate of the varianceof unanticipated money and on the averagerate of inflationyields:
X = 0.906 - 3.508'Tr+ 19.422fT2- 15.908U,m + 94.093
(47.834)
(0.230) (5.390)
(33.844)
(6.055)
R2=

UM,

0.303;standarderror = 0.140.

(Since KormendiandMeguiredo notprovidethe averagerateof inflation,
we obtain it from our sample. We restrict the regression to the 26
countriesfor which we can matchtheir sampleperiodexactly.)
In contrast to the results of Lucas and Alberro, the estimates of
Kormendi and Meguire do not provide support for our hypothesis.
Inflationhas little effect on X.while the varianceof unanticipatedmoney
appears an important determinant. There are a variety of ways to
reconcile this findingwith the previousresults.
One possibility is that money is measured with error and that the
extent of measurementerrorvaries across countries. Greatermeasurement errorin the money supply would tend to reduce the estimate of X
while increasingthe variabilityof unanticipatedmoney. Measurement
errorwould also makeit moredifficultto isolate the effect of inflationon
the trade-off.
A second possibilityis that money may be a bad measureof aggregate
demand. If different countries follow different policies regardingthe
extent to which they offset exogenous demandshocks, such as changes
in monetaryvelocity, then Xwill againbe a noisy measure.
An examinationof the estimatedX suggests it is not a good measure
of the real impact of aggregatedemand. In particular,the correlation
between the estimates of Xprovidedby Kormendiand Meguireand the
59. RogerC. Kormendiand PhilipG. Meguire,"Cross-RegimeEvidence of Macroeconomic Rationality,"Journalof Political Economy, vol. 92 (October1984),pp. 875908.
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estimates of Twe obtain for the same 26 countries over the same time
samplesis only 0.38. Moreover,the UnitedStatesappearsa very unusual
country.The estimatedXfor the United States is 0.96, the largestin the
sample. The second biggest X is 0.38 for Belgium. Since it seems
implausiblethatthe UnitedStatesis suchanextremeoutlier,we conclude
that Xis probablynot a good measureof the output-inflationtrade-off.
A thirdpossibility is that high average inflation,by increasingprice
flexibility, reduces the effects of aggregate demand on output but
increases the effect of money on aggregatedemand. In this case, the
influence of average inflationon the net effect of money on output is
ambiguous. DeLong and Summers present a model in which price
flexibilityincreasesthe effect of monetaryshocks on demandby increasing the variabilityof expected inflation.60Future research might use
cross-country data to untangle the effects of price flexibility on the
money-demandand demand-outputlinks.

Conclusion
We have examinedthe short-runtrade-offbetween outputand inflation using internationaldata. A robust findingis that this trade-off is
affectedby the averagerate of inflation.In countrieswith low inflation,
the short-runPhillips curve is relatively flat-fluctuations in nominal
aggregatedemandhave large effects on output. In countries with high
inflation,the Phillipscurveis steep-fluctuations in demandarereflected
quicklyin the price level. The same findingemerges when we examine
the change in the trade-off over time. Countries that experience an
increase in average inflation also typically experience an increased
responsivenessof prices to aggregatedemand.
Our findinghas three importantimplications.First, it provides evidence againstnew classical theories of the output-inflationtrade-off.In
his classic study, Lucas foundthatinternationaldifferencesin the tradeoff were relatedto differencesin the variabilityof aggregatedemandand
interpretedhis findingas evidence for the imperfectinformationtheory
of the business cycle. This theory, however, predictsthat the trade-off
60. J. BradfordDe Long and LawrenceH. Summers,"Is IncreasedPrice Flexibility
Stabilizing?"AmericanEconomicReview,vol. 76 (December1986),pp. 1031-44.
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should not be related to average inflation. It is therefore inconsistent
with our empiricalresults.
Second, our findingsupportsnew Keynesiantheoriesof the business
cycle that derive nominal rigidities from optimizing behavior. Our
theoreticalmodelof priceadjustmentshows thatmacroeconomiceffects
of the sort we observe can result from empiricallyplausiblemicroeconomicparameters.In particular,averageinflationcan stronglyinfluence
the output-inflationtrade-offthroughits effects on the frequencyof price
changes.
Third,our findingimpliesthatthe trade-offfaced by macroeconomic
policymakersdependson the averagerateof inflationandthatit changes
when the averagerateof inflationchanges.Thiseffect is substantialeven
for moderaterates of inflation. Our estimates using the entire sample
imply that the real impact of aggregatedemand is twice as great at 5
percentinflationas at 10percentinflation.Perhapsthe short-runPhillips
curve Alan Greenspanis facing today is not the same one that Paul
Volckerfaced a decade ago.

APPENDIX

THISAPPENDIX
describes how we solve our model of nominalrigidity.

The Behavior of p(t) for a Given X
The firststep is to derive the behaviorof the aggregateprice level for
a given intervalbetween price changes, X. Substitutingthe formulafor a
firm's profit-maximizingprice, equation 5, into the price-settingrule,
equation7, yields
(A.1)

E,{p(t + s) + v[y(t + s) -y(t

pi

+ s)]}ds + Oi(t).

Let Q(t)be the averageof all pricesthatareset at t. EquationA. 1implies
X

1

(A.2)

Q(t) =

J

Et {p(t + s) + v[v(t + s) -5- (t + s)]} ds,
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where the Oi'saverage to zero because they are uncorrelatedacross
firms. Using the facts that y(t) = x(t) - p(t), Etx(t + s) = x(t) + gs

(because x follows a randomwalk with drift), and y(t)
rewriteequationA.2 as
Q(t) =(1-

(A. 3)

v)

=

pit, we can

E,p(t + s)ds
A s=0

+ vx(t) + ' 2

VI(t

+2

The aggregateprice level, p(t), is the average of prices in effect at t.
Given our assumptionof staggeredprice setting, this means thatp(t) is
the average of prices set from t - Xto X:
(A.4)

Q(t - s)ds.

p(t)

SubstitutingequationA.4 into equationA.3 yields
(A.5)

Q(t)

=

(1

-

v)

Et -

A

+ vx(t) + v 2

1
-(1-

v)

Q(t + s

v, (

-

r) dr ds

+

[2

IL

X2 L

(A-s)Q(t

-

+ f(XA-s)EtQ

(t+s) ds

+ vx(t) + v

VV(t +

s)ds

Accordingto equationA.4, prices set at t dependon prices set between
t - X and t, which are still in effect, and on expectations of prices set
between t and t + X,the periodwhen prices set at t are in effect.
EquationA.4 gives an expression for Q in terms of its own past and
expected future values. Our goal is to solve for Q as a function of the
underlyingdemand disturbances. To do this we use the method of
undeterminedcoefficients. Thatis, we posit a solutionof form
(A.6)

Q(t) = A + Bt + fq(s;X)dZ(t-s),
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and then solve for A, B, and q(*).The term q(s;X) is the fraction of a
nominalshockat t - s thatis passedintonewly set pricesat t. Substituting
equationA.6 into equationA.5 and simplifying,we obtain
(A.7)

A + Bt +

q(s;X)dZ(t-s)

f

+ (I-v)Bt

-

(1-v)A

+

(1-v)21

Mini(s,X)

+ j

(X- r)q(s-r;X)

(X-r)q(s+r;X)dr

dZ(t-s)

dr

+ vgt

r=0

+t5 dZ(t - ) + vgA

For equationA.7 to hold, the constant terms, the coefficients on t, and
the coefficients on dZ(t - s) on the two sides of the equationmust be
equal. Settingthem equalleads to
(A.8)

A=(g-V)

;

2~

B= g-F;
q(s;X) = v + (1 - v)
+

(X

-

[2

(X - r)q(s - r;X)dr-

r)q(s + r;X)dr

The last equationin equationA.8 defines q(.;X)implicitly.We cannot
find a closed-form solution for q(.;X).61Findingq(*)numerically,however, is straightforward.We do this by makingan initialguess of q(.;X),
substitutingthis guess of the functioninto the right-handside of equation
A.7 (approximatingthe integralsnumerically),thereby obtaininga new
q(.;X), and then iterating this procedure until q(.;X) converges.62
61. Because q(s;x) equalsa constantplus a weightedsum of values of q(e;X)with sum
of weightsless thanone, a solutionto equationA.7 exists andis unique.
62. The specificsof the algorithmare as follows. Since we knowthatq(e;X)converges
to one as s approachesinfinity,we assumethatq(e;k)= 1fors > T, T = 9 (timeis measured
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All that remainsto describe the behaviorof the economy for a given
Xis to translatethe results concerningthe behaviorof newly set prices
into a descriptionof the behaviorof the pricelevel. Substitutingequation
A.6 and the solutionsfor A and B into equationA.4 leads to
(A.9)

p(t) = (g - )t +

w(s;x) dZ(t - s)
=
=o

t nin(s A)

w(s;)

q(s -r;X) dr.

= f
=
=o

The firstline in equationA.9 is the formulafor the aggregateprice level
in the text (equation 10).We computew(.) using the second line.63
As describedin the text, the solutionforp(t)leadsdirectlyto a solution
f*orthe real effects of nominalshocks.

lTheEquilibrium K
We now describe how we solve for the equilibriumintervalbetween
price changes, XE. Recall that XEis the solutionto equation 13,
aL(Xi,XE)

AA;j

=

0,

A, = AE

whereL(Xi,X)gives firmi's loss as a functionof its intervalbetween price
changes and the common intervalof other firms. Using the formulafor
the loss function, equation 6, and assumingwithout loss of generality
thatpi is set at time zero, we can write L(Xi,X)as

in years). We then consider q(s;A)for s = 0, h, 2h, ... . T - 2h, T - h, where h = 1/52;

thuswe dividetimeinto periodsof a week. We beginby settingall of these q(sj;X)'sto one.
New valuesarefoundby substitutingthis initialguess into the right-handside of equation
A.7. An integralfrom r = 0 to r = nh is approximatedby averagingthe values of the
integralfor r = h, 2h .... (n - 1)handthen multiplyingby nh. (As describedbelow, we
consider only values of Athat are integralmultiplesof h.) The new q(si;A)'sare then
substitutedback into equationA.7, and anotherset of values is computed.We continue
this processuntilthe meanof the absolutechangesin the q(s,;X)'sfromone iterationto the
next is less than 6, 6 = 0.00002. In all cases the algorithmappearedto converge to the
solutionwithoutdifficulty.
63. We approximatethe integralusingthe proceduredescribedin note 62.
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(A.10)

F+ A-K

L(xi,x)

E[pi*(s)-pi]2ds.

Xi Xi 2j

DifferentiatingequationA. 10with respect to Xiandevaluatingat Xi=,
we find
(A.11)

ax(

_

~~
~~F 11I

_ _

aL(X~~~~,X)

X= x

-

X22

X2

KfEL.~~p ~I(S)-pJ]2dS

? A2-KE[pI(X)

-

pJ]2.

(The Envelope Theoremallows us to eliminatethe term
E [p (s)

--KXi 2 (3pi
Ia,

0

-

p]2

dsj} <- from

(

because the firmchooses pi optimallygiven Xi,the effect of the marginal
changeinpi when Xichangeson the objectivefunctionis zero.)
Evaluating equation A.11 requires that we find E [pi*(s) - p1J2for
0 ? s < X. Equations A.1 and A.2 imply that the deviation of pi from
Thus, using
Q(O),the averageof prices set at the same time aspi, is Oi(O).
the solutionfor Q(t)(equationsA.6 and A.8), we obtain
(A.12)

Pi= (g-i)-?

X
2

+I

r0 q(r;X)dZ(-r)
=0

+ Oi(O).

Substitutingthe solution for p(t), equation A.9, the process for x(t),
equation8, and the identityy = x - p into the formulaforpi*,equation
5, we obtain
CO

(A.13) pi(s) = (g-L)s

+

f

[v+(1-v)w(r;X)]dZ(s-r)
r=0

Finally, equationsA. 12and A. 13lead to
(A. 14)

E [pi(s)

- p]2 = (g_)

S

+ Crxu

?
+

f

(S -

X)2 + SC2u

2

[v + (1 - v)w(r;X)]2dr
=O

[v + (1v)w(r;A)

-q(r

-S;X)]2

dr >

+ Oi(s).
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where we have used the fact that changes in Z and in Oiare uncorrelated
both over time and with each other.
We can now solve numericallyfor the equilibriumvalue of X. We
beginby guessinga valueof X.Afterfindingq(.;X)andw(*;X)as described
above, we evaluate equation A. 14 numericallyfor s between 0 and X.
We then use these results to evaluatethe derivativein equationA. 11. If
the derivativeis negative, so the representativefirmcan reduce its loss
by increasingits intervalbetween price changes, we raise our guess of
X; if the derivative is positive, we reduce X. We continue until the
derivativeconverges to zero.64
- zh,X,where, as before, h = 1/52.
64. We findE[p*(s) - p]2 for s = 0, h, 21i....
Since we assumeq(r;A) 1 for r 2 T, andthus I(r;A)- for r 2 T + X,we truncatethe
secondintegralin equationA. 14at r = T+ X.Otherwisethe integralsin equationA. 14and
equationA. 1 areapproximatedas describedabove. We stop whenwe findan n suchthat
equationA.ll is negative for X = nh and positive for X = (n + 1)h; we then set X at
whichevervalue yieldedthe smallerabsolutevalue of equationA. 11. All of the functions
involvedappearedto be well-behavedandconvergenceoccurredwithoutdifficulty.

